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The Big Picture 
Global Asset Allocation 2023 Q4 

 
We expect the global economy to continue decelerating, while recent asset behaviour is more 
suggestive of acceleration.  Consequently, we remain cautious, expecting a period of 
consolidation among cyclical assets.  Within our Model Asset Allocation we reduce high yield 
(HY) to Neutral, while adding to government bonds (still Underweight) and introducing bank 
loans at Overweight.  The conservative stance is balanced by maintaining a regional bias 
towards emerging market (EM) assets. 
 
Model asset allocation 
 
In our view: 

 Cash rates are high and offer diversification. We remain at the Maximum allocation. 
 Government debt outlook boosted by the recent rise in yields. We add but remain Underweight. 
 Bank loans introduced to the Model Asset Allocation. We start with an Overweight stance. 
 Corporate investment grade (IG) is attractive and has done well when Fed eases. We remain Overweight. 
 Corporate high yield (HY) spreads have narrowed too far. We reduce to Neutral. 
 Real estate (REITS) offers better returns than equities. We remain slightly Overweight. 
 Equities were boosted by AI fever but we prefer other risky assets. We remain Underweight. 
 Gold appears expensive. We remain at zero. 
 Commodities are now even more expensive and are cyclical. We remain at zero. 
 Regionally, we favour EM assets.  
 USD is expensive, JPY is very weak. We partially hedge from USD to JPY. 
 
Our best-in-class assets (based on 12m projected returns) 

 EM government bonds 
 US bank loans 
 Chinese equities 
 
Figure 1 – Projected 1-year returns for global assets and neutral portfolio 

Based on annualised local currency returns. Returns are projected but standard deviation of returns is based on 5-year historical data. Size of 
bubbles is in proportion to average 5-year pairwise correlation with other assets (hollow bubbles indicate negative correlation). Cash is an 
equally weighted mix of USD, EUR, GBP and JPY. Neutral portfolio weights shown in Figure 3. As of 31 August 2023. There is no 
guarantee that these views will come to pass. See Appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers.  
Source: Credit Suisse, ICE BofA, MSCI, S&P GSCI, FTSE Russell, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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We express caution by 
reducing HY in favour of 
government bonds and 
introduce bank loans at 
Overweight 
 
 
 
Structural changes to 
the Big Picture include 
the inclusion of bank 
loans, consideration of 
sectors and factors and 
three thematic essays 
 
 
 
 
We think markets are 
too optimistic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Underlying assumptions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Western central banks 
expected to ease within 
next 12 months  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Optimisation favours 
cash, IG and bank loans 
 
 
 
 
Risk scaled back a tad 
 
 
 
 
 
HY reduced to Neutral 
after spread narrowing 
 

Summary and conclusions: Introducing bank loans 
We expect the global economy to continue decelerating, while recent asset behaviour is 
more suggestive of acceleration.  Consequently, we remain cautious, expecting a period 
of consolidation among cyclical assets.  Within our Model Asset Allocation we reduce 
high yield (HY) to Neutral, while adding to government bonds (still Underweight) and 
introducing bank loans at Overweight.  The conservative stance is balanced by 
maintaining a regional bias towards emerging market (EM) assets. 
 
We make a number of structural changes in this edition of The Big Picture.  First, we 
introduce bank loans to the Model Asset Allocation (the real estate Neutral position is 
reduced to accommodate loans).  Second, we introduce regular commentary upon 
sectors and factors, along with a “What if we are wrong” section.  Finally, we have 
included three thematic essays: Adam Burton uses a flow of funds approach to analyse 
the medium term outlook for inflation; Andras Vig examines the historical performance of 
US and global assets when the Fed starts easing and Ashley Oerth writes about Artificial 
Intelligence (what is it and what could it mean for economies and financial markets?). 
 
We find ourselves at odds with recent market behaviour.  We believe the global economy 
is decelerating, while we think cyclical assets are behaving as though the economy is 
accelerating.  This leads us to expect a period of consolidation for riskier assets (at best, 
sideways movement).  However, within our 12-month forecast horizon we expect major 
central banks to start cutting rates.  The analysis reported in “Theme 2: What happens 
when the Fed starts easing?” suggests that government bonds and investment grade 
(IG) have tended to outperform many cyclical assets (though not equities) at that stage.  
 
Underpinning our projections for the next 12 months are the following assumptions: 
• Global GDP growth will slow and then recover 
• Global inflation will fall but remain above many central bank targets 
• Major western central banks are approaching the end of their tightening cycles   
• Long-term government yields will be mixed; yield curves steepen during 2024 
• Credit spreads widen in the US but are mixed in Europe and defaults rise 
• Bank loan spreads are stable but defaults rise 
• Equity and REIT dividend growth moderates and yield movements are mixed 
• Commodities struggle as the global economy slows (except agricultural products) 
• USD weakens as Fed tightening ends 
 
The full set of assumptions is shown in Appendix 3, while the resultant market targets 
are in Figure 26 and returns for global assets are in Figure 2.  Perhaps the single most 
important forecast is that Fed policy rates will be lower in 12 months (even if they rise in 
the meantime).  Elsewhere, we think ECB rates will also be lower in 12 months, while we 
expect BOE rates to be little changed (up, then down) and look for mild tightening from 
the BOJ and PBOC.  We expect yield curves to steepen in 2024, with short rates finally 
falling (we expect US 10-year yields to fall over the next year but see upside elsewhere).   
 
The 12-month projections shown in Figures 1 and 2 suggest a belief that the reward for 
risk will be variable.  The optimisation results based on those projected returns (see 
Figure 28) express a preference for cash, IG and bank loans.  As shown in Figure 1, the 
projected return on equities is reasonable but not enough given the risk involved.     
 
In determining our Model Asset Allocation we follow the optimisation results in direction, 
if not magnitude (we are wary of having too many bank loans at this moment, for 
example).  Overall, we scale back risk by reducing HY (to Neutral), while adding to 
government bonds (but remain Underweight) and introducing bank loans (Overweight).   
 
HY spreads have narrowed again, which we find odd at a time of economic slowdown.  
We expect spreads to rewiden and defaults to rise, on top of which we note that HY 
tends to underperform other fixed income assets when the Fed starts to ease (see the 
thematic section on asset performance when the Fed eases).  We reduce HY to a 
Neutral 5% (from an Overweight 8%), with both US and European allocations reduced to 
Neutral (see the detailed allocations in Figure 3).   
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Government bonds 
added to after the rise in 
yields (but still 
Underweight) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bank loan current yields 
are high; introduced at 
Overweight 
 
 
Real estate remains 
Overweight 
 
 
 
Cash remains the 
diversifier of choice 
 
 
 
Gold and commodities 
remain at zero 
 
 
 
IG remains Overweight 
 
 
 
 
 
Equities unchanged and 
Underweight 
 
 
 
 
 
EM remains the 
preferred region 
 
Hedge from USD to JPY

At the same time, we add to government bonds (going from 20% to 22%), though 
remain Underweight versus the Neutral 25%.  Yields have risen over the last three 
months and we note that government bonds tend to perform relatively well when the Fed 
starts to ease (and when yields curves steepen).  We maintain a bias towards longer 
duration instruments but expect that to change once the rate cutting cycle becomes well 
established (we expect Fed rates to be lower in 12 months).   We have added to the US 
allocation after the rise in yields (further Overweight).  We remain Overweight in EM 
(attractive spreads), Neutral in the UK and Underweight in Japan and the Eurozone.  
 
We introduce bank loans to the Model Asset Allocation at an Overweight 6% (versus 
Neutral 4%).  The asset class may normally be expected to underperform HY once 
central banks cut rates but we think valuations are favourable.   
 
Real estate (REITs) may appear to have been reduced (from 10% to 5%) but that simply 
reflects a reduction in the Neutral allocation (from 8% to 4%) to accommodate the bank 
loans asset class.  We remain Overweight, though we have made some regional 
changes (adding to Japan and the Eurozone, reducing US and EM).  
 
We maintain the Maximum allocation to cash (10% versus Neutral 2.5%).  Central bank 
policy rates have continued to rise and we think cash now offers decent return potential, 
along with attractive diversification characteristics (see Figure 1).   
 
The other diversifying asset that we consider is gold.  However, it has performed so well 
over recent years that we doubt that it can sustain a much higher price.  We keep it at 
zero.  We also leave the broader commodities allocation at zero, the consequence of 
expected cyclical weakening and prices that we find too high in many cases. 
 
We maintain the Overweight 18% allocation to investment grade (IG), versus the 
Neutral 10%.  We expect better returns than on either government bonds or HY (see 
Figure 1).  We also note that IG tends to perform relatively well when the Fed starts 
easing.  EM is our favourite region but we also like US and UK IG. 
 
We have not changed the equity allocation, remaining Underweight at 34% (Figure 1 
shows a poor risk-reward trade-off, based on our forecasts).  We are surprised at recent 
gains, given slowing economies and rising bond yields.  We remain Overweight EM 
(especially China) and very Underweight the US (12% versus Neutral 25%).  We reduce 
Japan to Underweight (after strong performance) and add to the Eurozone (Overweight). 
 
Regionally, we favour EM assets, largely because we think they are cheap but also as a 
hedge in case the global economy does better than we expect. 
 
Finally, we expect yen strength and maintain a partial hedge from USD into yen (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 2 – Expected global total returns (annualised, local currency) and Model Asset Allocation* 
 Expected 1-year  Neutral Policy Model Position 
 Total Return Portfolio Range Asset Allocation Vs Neutral 
Cash & Gold 0.8% 5% 0-10%       10% Overweight  
Cash 3.8% 2.5% 0-10%       10% Overweight 
Gold -2.2% 2.5% 0-10%         0% Underweight 
Government Bonds 3.7% 25% 10-40% ↑    22% Underweight 
Corporate IG 5.8% 10% 0-20%      18% Overweight 
Corporate HY 5.0% 5% 0-10%              ↓      5%  Neutral 
Bank Loans 8.4% 4% 0-8% ↑      6% Overweight 
Equities 4.6% 45% 25-65%       34% Underweight 
Real Estate (REITS) 6.5% 4% 0-8%       5% Overweight 
Commodities -2.7% 2% 0-4%         0% Underweight 
*This is a theoretical portfolio and is for illustrative purposes only. It does not represent an actual portfolio and is not a recommendation of 
any investment or trading strategy. Arrows show direction of change in allocations. Bank loans have been added in this edition and has 
been accommodated by reducing the Neutral position for real estate from 8% to 4%. The arrows for bank loans and real estate are relative 
to the new Neutral positions. See appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. There is no guarantee that these views will 
come to pass. Source: Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Model asset allocation* 
 
Figure 3 – Model asset allocation (20/09/2023) 

*This is a theoretical portfolio and is for illustrative purposes only. It does not represent an actual portfolio and is not a recommendation of any 
investment or trading strategy. **China is included in Emerging Markets allocations. Cash is an equally weighted mix of USD, EUR, GBP and 
JPY. Currency exposure calculations exclude cash. Arrows show direction of change in allocations. Bank loans have been added in this 
edition and has been accommodated by reducing the Neutral position for real estate from 8% to 4%. The arrows for bank loans and real 
estate are relative to the new Neutral positions. See appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers.   
Source: Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
  

Neutral Policy Range Allocation Position vs Neutral Hedged Currency
Cash Equivalents 5% 0-10%           10%
Cash 2.5% 10%
Gold 2.5% 0%
Bonds 40% 10-70% ↓         45%
Government 25% 10-40% ↑         22%
US 8% ↑         13%
Europe ex-UK (Eurozone) 7% 2%
UK 1% 1%
Japan 7% 2%
Emerging Markets 2% 4%

China** 0.2% 0%
Corporate IG 10% 0-20%           18%
US Dollar 5% 10% 40% JPY
Euro 2% 3%
Sterling 1% 2%
Japanese Yen 1% 0%
Emerging Markets 1% 3%

China** 0.1% 0%
Corporate HY 5% 0-10% ↓           5%
US Dollar 4% ↓           4%
Euro 1% ↓           1%
Bank Loans 4% 0-10% ↑           6%
US 3% ↑           4%
Europe 1% ↑           2%
Equities 45% 25-65%           34%
US 25%            12%
Europe ex-UK 7% ↑           8%
UK 4%            4%
Japan 4% ↓           2%
Emerging Markets 5%            8%

China** 2%            4%
Real Estate 4% 0-16%           5%
US 1% ↓          1%
Europe ex-UK 1% ↑          1%
UK 1% 1%
Japan 1% ↑          2%
Emerging Markets 1% ↓          0%
Commodities 2% 0-4% 0%
Energy 1% 0%
Industrial Metals 0.3% 0%
Precious Metals 0.3% 0%
Agriculture 0.3% 0%
Total 100% 100%

USD 52% ↑        43%
EUR 19% ↑        20%
GBP 7% ↓        11%
JPY 13% ↓        13%
EM 9% ↓        15%
Total 100% 100%

Currency Exposure (including effect of hedging)
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Cyclical assets 
outperformed over the 
last three months  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interest rates up but 
spreads narrowed in 
favour of riskier assets 
 
 
 
 

Since we last wrote  
In the last Big Picture document we reduced government bonds to Underweight within 
our Model Asset Allocation (see Big Picture 2023 Q3 published on 18 June 2023), while 
adding to IG (going further Overweight) and REITS (to Overweight).  From a regional 
perspective we added to EM assets.  Figure 4 shows how global assets have performed 
since then (as of 31 August 2023).  Full regional detail is shown in Appendix 2. 
 
Asset performance has been broadly positive since then (see Figure 4).  Luckily, we 
were Underweight the two asset categories that produced negative returns (gold and 
government bonds).  However, we were also Underweight the two best performing 
categories (equities and commodities).  Appendix 2 shows that energy was the main 
contributor to positive broad commodity index performance, while equities were led 
higher by Japan, the US and China in local currency terms (we were Neutral, 
Underweight and Overweight, respectively).  In general, our Overweight EM stance 
generated mixed results (as did that of the UK).   
 
Figure 4 – Global asset class total returns since 31/05/23 (local currency, %) * 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. *31/05/23 to 31/08/23. Colours represent model 
allocations during this period. See appendices for definitions and disclaimers.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
Cash rates again increased as central banks tightened (see Figure 5).  Government 
bond and investment grade (IG) yields also increased, which dampened the performance 
of those assets.  There appears to have been a narrowing of credit spreads versus 
government bonds, especially HY, which explains the strong performance of the latter.  
In general, there was a decline in the yield on cyclical assets (HY, equities and REITS), 
suggesting optimism about the cycle.  Is that optimism justified?  
 
Figure 5 – Change in global yields since 31/05/23 (bps) 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. From 31/05/23 to 31/8/23. See appendices for 
definitions and disclaimers. Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 

https://digital.invesco.com/e/481331/Big-Picture-Jun-2023-Final-pdf/ycwnr/590221546?h=lzC3pVul3u-3kua5n1_OQuacm3AyGYc5okvRtCaK76A
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Proprietary indicators 
suggest we are in a 
recovery regime 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Regional data flows 
appear to be converging 

Where are we in the cycle? 
Figure 6 shows two proprietary indicators from Invesco Investment Solutions, designed 
to help decide where we are in economic and market cycles.  The Global LEI (leading 
economic indicator) measure suggests that global growth is running close to historical 
norms, while the GRACI (Global Risk Appetite Cycle Indicator) suggests that risk 
appetite has improved, which together suggest an improved cyclical picture.      
 
Figure 6 – Global risk appetite and the global business cycle 

Note: past performance does not guarantee future results. Monthly data from January 1992 to August 2023 
(as of 31 August). Both Global LEI (Leading Economic Indicator) and GRACI (Global Risk Appetite Cycle 
Indicator) are proprietary tools provided by Invesco Solutions. Global LEI is a weighted average of leading 
indicators for 23 countries (both developed and emerging). A reading above (below) 100 signals growth above 
(below) a long-term average. GRACI measures the average incremental return received per incremental unit of 
risk taken in global financial markets (i.e., incremental return received for moving from government bonds to 
credit, from credit to developed equities, from developed equities to emerging equities, etc.). It is calculated 
using country-level total return indices across fixed income and equity markets. A reading above (below) zero 
signals a positive (negative) compensation for risk taking in global capital markets in the recent past. A rising 
index signals improving market sentiment and vice-versa. Sources: Bloomberg L.P., Macrobond, MSCI, FTSE, 
JP Morgan and Invesco Solutions  
 
Figure 7 suggests there had been a divergence in economic data flows, with positive 
surprises in the US and negative surprises in China and Europe.  This is perhaps one 
reason why the US dollar has strengthened in recent months, despite the downgrading 
of US government debt by Moody’s.  However, the most recent sets of data point to a 
closing of the surprise gap.  In particular, Chinese data appears to be improving, with 
August retail sales and industrial production surprising to the upside, for example, while 
the edge has come off US data strength.  Chinese and European data can hardly be 
described as positive but at least expectations were limited, whereas there appeared to 
have been growing (we fear misplaced) optimism about the US economy.  
 
Figure 7 – Citigroup Economic Surprise Indices 

Note: based on daily data from 1 January 2019 to 18 September 2023.  
Source: Citigroup, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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Global money supply 
growth is easing but 
China offers a big 
contrast to the US 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
PMIs suggest that 
service sector activity is 
now slowing… 
 
 
 
 
 
…while financial 
markets see recovery on 
the horizon 

One reason for expecting continued slowdown in the global economy is the deceleration 
of monetary aggregates.  Figure 8 shows a marked deceleration in US and Eurozone 
money supplies, with negative year-on-year growth.  That is of course the result of the 
central bank reaction to high inflation that itself was caused by the rapid expansion of 
money supplies in 2020 and 2021.  In any case, shrinking money supply hardly seems 
likely to foster healthy economic growth  (see Adam Burton’s thematic section on fund 
flows and global inflation).  However, the chart also shows that it is not the same 
everywhere: money supply growth has also fallen in Japan but remains positive.  Even 
better, monetary conditions seem accommodative in China, which could be an important 
support for that economy, along with the incremental fiscal support. 
 
Figure 8 – Global money supply growth 

Note: monthly data from January 1980 to July 2023.   
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
 
Global purchasing manager index (PMI) data points to a convergence of conditions 
between services and manufacturing sectors (see Figure 9).  Demand  for services was 
strong as lockdowns ended, most recently in China.  Manufacturing activity had already 
slowed, given that most goods demand was satisfied, even during lockdowns.  However, 
those PMIs suggest that service sector activity is now following that of manufacturing 
lower, as often happens.   
 
Hence, the global economy appears to be slowing but the picture varies by sector and by 
region.  It is hard to identify any major economy that is suffering anything other than slow 
growth or mild recession.  Meanwhile, asset class performance suggests that markets 
are convinced that the economic cycle is about to improve, with Figure 4 and Appendix 
2 showing that cyclical assets have outperformed in the last three months. 
 
Figure 9 – Global purchasing manager indices 

Note: monthly data from February 2017 to August 2023, showing JP Morgan PMIs, provided by S&P Global. 
Source: JP Morgan, S&P Global, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office   
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Global disinflation forces 
are easing 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We expect inflation to 
continue falling but not 
in a straight line  

Is inflation levelling out? 
Inflation remains a key metric, as central banks assess whether they have done enough 
to bring it under control.  Figure 10 shows that global supply chain pressures remain 
limited and seem unlikely to be the source of inflation that they were in 2020/21.   
 
Figure 10 – Global disinflation pressures are easing 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Monthly data from December 2005 to September 2023 
(as of 6 September 2023). NY Fed Global Supply Chain Pressure Index tracks the state of global supply chains 
using data from the transportation and manufacturing sectors, as constructed by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York. “STD” is standard deviations from historical mean. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Global 
Supply Chain Pressure Index, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office. 
 
However, commodity prices are now less of a depressing influence than they were, with 
energy prices rebounding over recent months (see Appendix 2).  We think this is the 
main reason that headline inflation has levelled out or turned up in recent months (see 
Figure 11).  It is hard to imagine energy prices trending higher if the global economy 
weakens, so we would categorise the recent levelling out as a temporary pause in a 
downward trend.   
 
Interestingly, core inflation has continued falling, despite the rise in headline rates.  By 
definition, the core rate is not directly impacted by swings in energy prices and, now that 
it has started to fall, we expect it to go lower over the coming year or so (see the section 
on global inflation and fund flows by Adam Burton).  We are confident that the economic 
slowdown already seen, along with the ongoing depressing effect of central bank 
tightening, will result in lower inflation. 
 
Figure 11 – Eurozone CPI inflation following US path with a lag (% y-o-y) 

Note: Based on monthly data from January 1997 to August 2023.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office   
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Policy rates now above 
pre-GFC peaks, having 
started at record lows 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Markets think major 
central banks are close 
to terminal rates 
 
 
 
 
We expect major 
western central bank 
rates to be lower in 12 
months 
 
 
 
 
 

Are central banks about to ease? 
Despite the temporary halt to rate hikes around the US regional banking crisis, major 
central banks have continued to tighten.  Figure 12 shows how much policy rates have 
risen in the 20 largest economies, taking them above pre-global financial crisis (GFC) 
levels.  That is a lot of tightening in a relatively short period of time and the big question 
is whether tightening central banks judge that they have done enough. 
 
Figure 12 – Weighted average central bank policy rate (%) 

Based on monthly data from February 2001 to August 2023 (as of 31 August 2023). Based on the 20 largest 
economies during each calendar year, according to nominal GDP in US dollars (based on data from the IMF 
World Economic Outlook October 2022).  
Source: IMF, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
Rates have gone higher than we expected but the market implied path of central bank 
policy rates (as calculated by Bloomberg) suggests a collective belief that Fed, ECB and 
BOE rates are close to peaking (see Figure 13).  Indeed, it appears that the first rate 
cuts are expected around mid-2024.  We note that since 1974, the Fed has waited an 
average of five months between the last hike and the first cut (nine months since 1995). 
   
Given our belief that the global economy continues to slow, we expect central bank rates 
to be lower in most major economies in 12 months’ time (see Figure 26).  The obvious 
exceptions are China and Japan.  Though PBOC rates may be reduced in the short 
term, we doubt they will fall substantially over the next year, given the easing bias of 
recent years.  As for the BOJ, we remain surprised that no steps have been taken to 
normalise policy (apart from widening the target band of 10-year JGB yields) and expect 
some tightening action over the next 12 months. 
 
Figure 13 – Market implied path of central bank policy rates (%) 

From September 2023 to September 2024. Based on Fed Funds Futures (for the Fed) and Overnight Index 
Swaps (for the BOE and ECB) as calculated by Bloomberg. Rates calculated for central bank policy meeting 
dates. For months where there is no meeting, we show the same rate as the month before. As of 18 
September 2023. Source: Bloomberg and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office     
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Financial markets 
appear to be already 
pricing a future 
economic recovery 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cash rates higher than 
normal, as are yields on 
bank loans and IG 
 
 
 
Steeply inverted yield 
curves may start to 
steepen over the next 12 
months 
 

What are markets telling us? 
As already seen in Figures 4 and 5, recent asset class performance is what we might 
normally expect to see at the start of an economic upswing.  That presents a problem, as 
we are yet to be convinced that the global economy is spontaneously recovering (and 
most central banks have continued to tighten).  At best, financial markets seem to have 
anticipated a recovery that is yet to occur, suggesting that cyclical asset gains may be 
limited when the economy does recover.  At worst, it may suggest that cyclical assets will 
suffer if recovery expectations are disappointed. 
 
Figure 14 – Global asset yields within historical ranges (%) 

 
Start dates for historical ranges are Cash 1/1/01; Gov Bonds 31/12/85; Corp Bonds 31/12/96; Corp HY 
31/12/97; Bank Loans 31/01/98; Equities 1/1/73; REITs 18/2/05. See appendices for definitions, methodology 
and disclaimers. As of 31 August 2023.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office   
 
The rise in policy rates (Figure 12) has pushed cash rates above historical norms (see 
Figure 14, though the comparison period for cash only started in 2001).  Yields on most 
other assets are close to historical norms, though IG and bank loan yields are more 
generous than usual.      
 
Government bond yield curves have become steeply inverted.  Figure 15 shows how 
inversion is common towards the end of Fed tightening cycles.  It also shows that the 
yield curve tends to steepen once unemployment has bottomed and the Fed starts to 
ease.  We suspect unemployment is about to turn up in many countries, suggesting that 
central bank easing and yield curve steepening may start within our 12-month horizon. 
 
Figure 15 – US unemployment, the yield curve and Fed tightening cycles 

Notes: past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on monthly data from June 1976 to August 
2023 (as of 31 August 2023). The shaded areas show periods when the US Federal Reserve was raising 
interest rates (from first to last rate hike).  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Government bonds are 
now more attractive and 
tend to perform well 
when the Fed starts 
easing (along with IG) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We favour long duration  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
US HY spreads have 
priced in a lot of good 
news and may widen, 
just as defaults rise 

Figure 16 confirms that government yields are back to pre-GFC levels.  Despite a steady 
climb in UK inflation expectations over the past decade, the main contributor to the 
recent rise in nominal yields has been the rise in the real component, which is back to 
GFC era levels.  That may reflect optimism about the cycle but we think it is also due to 
reductions in central bank holdings of government bonds.  The era of grossly unattractive 
government yields is over (in our opinion) and the later thematic section on Fed easing 
shows that government bonds and IG have tended to perform well after the first rate cut.  
 
Figure 16 – UK 10-year gilt yield decomposed (%) 

Note: past performance is no guarantee of future results. Monthly data from January 1985 to August 2023 
(as of 31 August 2023). “Real yield” is the 10-year UK inflation-protected gilt yield. Source: Refinitiv Datastream 
and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office    
 
As already mentioned, yield curves are extremely inverted, so that short maturity yields 
are higher than longer duration counterparts.  With no movement in yields from here, that 
would favour short duration instruments.  However, as central bank tightening cycles 
draw to a close, we expect attention to focus on future rate reductions, with long yields 
moving lower in anticipation.  Hence, we favour longer duration and will likely continue 
doing so until the central bank easing cycle is well established. 
 
Elsewhere within the fixed income universe, we have already noted that credit spreads 
appear to have narrowed.  Figure 17 shows the cyclicality of the US high yield spread.  It 
also shows how unusual it is for that spread to narrow while the US economy is 
decelerating (industrial production growth is inverted in the chart).  It may be that 
financial markets are anticipating the economic recovery.  If so, the scope for further 
spread narrowing is limited.  We fear spread widening and a rise in defaults. 
 
Figure 17 – US high yield spread versus industrial production growth 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Monthly data from January 1986 to August 2023 (as 
of 31 August 2023). HY spread is the difference between the yield to maturity on the ICE BofA US High Yield 
Index and the US 10-year treasury yield.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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Bank loans added to our 
framework and yields 
look attractive (to 
us)…we expect spreads 
to be stable 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We fear a rise in 
defaults and HY may 
normally be preferred 
when central banks 
ease. However, we think 
bank loans offer better 
value than HY 
 
 
 

This edition sees the introduction of bank loans to our asset allocation framework.  We 
have already noted that current yields on bank loan indices are at or close to record 
highs (see Figure 14).  However, that was based on our global aggregate and Appendix 
1 shows that US yields may be near historical highs but European yields are not (the 
GFC bounce in European yields exceeded that in the US).  However, we have found that 
current yield has been a poor guide to future performance (see white paper).  Our 
analysis led us to prefer discount margin as a predictor of future returns and Figure 18 
suggests they are in the middle of recent historical ranges.  Overall, we assume little 
change in bank loan spreads (versus a widening of HY spreads). 
 
Figure 18 – Bank loan discount margin (3-year life, basis points) 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on monthly data from January 1992 to 
August 2023.  Discount margin is the internal rate of return (IRR) on 3-year life loans minus the benchmark 
interest rate used to set loan repayment rates. IRR is the discount factor that equates cash flows (coupon plus 
redemption at par) to current price. The coupon rate is the 3-year interest rate swap rate plus the stated 
margin. Discount margins are shown for Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Indices in the US and Europe (Western 
Europe).  Source: Credit Suisse and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
The bank loans asset class has a cyclical element due to the risk of defaults.  Figure 19 
shows that default rates are rising and we expect a further increase towards historical 
norms.  Even so, our projections suggest that high current yields offer sufficient 
compensation for the default risk that we envisage (see the projected returns in Figure 
27).  The one disadvantage of the asset class is the very short duration, which may be a 
handicap as we look forward to central bank rate cuts.  From this perspective, high yield 
credit would normally be expected to perform better than bank loans when central banks 
are easing, though will suffer the same rise in default rates, in our opinion.  Valuations 
may favour bank loans, while cyclical considerations may favour HY. 
 
Figure 19 – Bank loan default rates (%)   

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Monthly data from January 1999 to August 
2023. Based on Morningstar LSTA US Leveraged Loan Index and Morningstar European Leveraged Loan 
Index. Default rates are based on loan values outstanding and calculated on a trailing 12-month basis.  
Source: Morningstar and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  

https://digital.invesco.com/e/481331/oans-White-Paper-June-2023-pdf/ybxbm/585054108?h=cz-uQWZ5BKw8-CBNszgRZ_iIOpSNlH1hOJ83iNXV0Gw
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Steepening yield curves 
have historically seen 
bonds outperform 
equities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is not clear how 
equities will react to 
falling bond yields 

We have already mentioned that the US yield curve has become very inverted.  Figure 
20 shows that the 10y-2y yield curve across G10 countries has been flattening since 
around the GFC, with the most recent leg downward coming since early 2021.  The chart 
also shows that the performance of global bonds versus global equities seems to have 
been historically linked to changes in the shape of the yield curve: steepening yield 
curves seem to be associated with outperformance by bonds, while flattening yield 
curves seem to go with outperformance by equities.  If history is any guide, and if the 
average G10 yield curve steepens over the coming year or so (as we expect), then 
government bonds could outperform stocks. 
 
Figure 20 – G10 yield curve and bonds versus equities  

Note  Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on monthly data from January 1976 to 
August 2023. “GDP weighted yield curve” is the average 10-year yield minus 2-year yield comparison across 
10 economies (Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Eurozone, India, Japan, Russia, UK and US), weighted by 
GDP. “Bonds/equities” is based on total return indices in US dollars and is the MSCI World Index divided by the 
ICE BofA Global Government Index.  
Source: ICE BofA, MSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
On top of concerns about the economic cycle, we face uncertainty about the relationship 
between equities and bond yields.  Having been predominantly positive since the start of 
this century, the correlation between bond yields and equity prices turned negative 
during 2022, which is how theory suggests it should be (see Figure 21).  It is not yet 
clear whether we are witnessing a permanent change but if the correlation remains 
negative, equities could benefit if bond yields fall as the Fed and other central banks 
ease.  We are supposing it will be the case.  If not, equities may suffer a relapse if profits 
fall and central banks cut rates.  This clouds the outlook for equities, in our opinion. 
 
Figure 21 – Correlation between daily changes in S&P 500 and US 10-year yield 

Note: past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on daily data from 31 December 1963 to 
11 September 2023. Correlations are calculated based on the percentage daily changes in the S&P 500 and 
10-year US treasury yield. The correlations are measured over 1-month, 1-year and 5-year periods. 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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China remains the 
cheapest major equity 
market 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AI could fade as an 
influence on US market 
performance. We think 
REITS represent better 
(if precarious) value 
 

Among major equity markets, we still believe that China represents good value, based 
upon the cyclically adjusted PE ratios (CAPEs) shown in Figure 22.  Not only are 
Chinese equities cheap within their own historical context but they are also cheaper than 
other major markets (with what we believe will be better economic momentum and a 
central bank that is still easing).  The biggest contrast is with the US and India, both of 
which are more expensive than usual, suggesting there is a lot of good news in the price.  
Though Japanese equities appear to be better value than normal, it has to be 
remembered that the historical average is distorted by the 1980s bubble.  Overall, we 
think Japanese and European equities are in the valuation middle ground. 
 
Figure 22 – Historical ranges for equity market CAPEs 

Note: CAPE = Cyclically Adjusted Price/Earnings and uses a 10-year moving average of earnings. Based on 
daily data from 3 January 1983 (except for China from 1 April 2004, India from 31 December 1999 and EM 
from 3 January 2005), using Datastream indices. As of 31 August 2023.  
 
Of course, the US equity market has been helped by enthusiasm for stocks associated 
with artificial intelligence (AI), of which there are more in the US than elsewhere.  We 
think AI has the potential to become the next investment bubble but for now the critical 
ingredient of an abundant supply of credit is missing (see the later section on AI by 
Ashley Oerth).  Among other sectors, real estate has suffered.  Figure 23 shows that 
broad equity market dividends have started to fall, so REITS are no longer alone on that 
score.  The fundamental problems of the sector suggest that REIT dividends may 
struggle to close the pandemic era deficit and we expect lacklustre growth (if any) over 
the next year.  However, we believe that is now reflected in the price, with REIT yields 
more generous than usual compared to the broad equity market (see Figure 14). 
 
Figure 23 – Global real estate (REIT) and equity dividends (31/12/19 = 100) 

Note: daily data from 2 March 2010 to 11 September 2023. For both REITS and Equities, the level of dividends 
is calculated from the reported dividend yield and index levels (and indexed to 100 on 31 December 2019). 
REIT dividends are based on FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global Index. Equity dividends are based on the 
Datastream World Index. Shaded area shows the Covid-19 pandemic period (from 1 February 2020 to end-
2022). Source: FTSE Russell, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office   
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Can recent energy price 
strength be maintained if 
the global economy 
weakens?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
US dollar has been 
mixed over last three 
months… 
 
 
 
 
… but remains 
expensive, while the yen 
is very cheap (in our 
opinion) 

Commodities and currencies 
The rise in commodity prices over the last three months (especially energy) has 
exacerbated the premium versus historical norms, when measured in real terms (see 
Figure 24).  Precious metals (including gold) appear very expensive and we doubt prices 
can move sustainably higher.  Agricultural products remain cheap compared to historical 
norms.  With a weakening global economy, we doubt that energy commodities can 
maintain recent high prices (despite the best efforts of OPEC and Russia). 
 
Figure 24 – Commodity prices deflated by US CPI versus historical norms 

Abbreviations: “Ind Met” is industrial metals, “Prec Met” is precious metals and “Ag” is agriculture. Historical 
ranges start on: All and Ag 31/12/69; Energy 31/12/82; Ind Met 3/1/77; Prec Met 2/1/73; Brent 1/6/87; gold 
1/1/74; copper 1/1/74. As of 31 August 2023. See appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. 
Source: GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream, Invesco 
 
Our scepticism about commodities makes it difficult to be enthusiastic about EM 
currencies as a group.  When it comes to developed world currencies, the US dollar has 
gained ground over the last three months versus the Japanese yen and Chinese yuan 
(due to the fact that those central banks are not tightening) but lost ground against major 
western developed world currencies (see Appendix 2).   
 
Judging by real trade weighted indices (Figure 25), the US dollar remains the most 
overvalued among major currencies versus historical norms.  At the other extreme is the 
yen, which has weakened as the BOJ has maintained a very loose stance while other 
major central banks have tightened aggressively.  We believe the 10% decline in the yen 
versus the dollar during 2023 is a big factor in the outperformance of Japanese stocks in 
local currency terms.  However, we believe the yen will strengthen significantly as the 
BOJ starts to normalise its policy stance, which we think it is likely to do (see Figure 26). 
 
Figure 25 – Real effective exchange rates 

*Currency indices measured against a trade-weighted basket of currencies and adjusted for inflation 
differentials. As of 31 July 2023.  Source: OECD, Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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Projections for the next year 
We think the global economy is decelerating, which brings short-term risk for the more 
cyclical assets.  However, we have a 12-month forecast horizon, within which we expect 
some major central banks to stop tightening and then start easing, which could help 
some asset categories, in our view.  Our asset class projections are predicated upon the 
idea that a lot of that economic recovery is already priced into markets. 
       
Underpinning our projections for the next 12 months are the following assumptions: 
• Global GDP growth will slow and then recover 
• Global inflation will fall but remain above many central bank targets 
• Major western central banks are approaching the end of their tightening cycles   
• Long-term government yields will be mixed; yield curves steepen during 2024 
• Credit spreads widen in the US but are mixed in Europe and defaults rise 
• Bank loan spreads are stable but defaults rise 
• Equity and REIT dividend growth moderates and yield movements are mixed 
• Commodities struggle as the global economy slows (except agricultural products) 
• USD weakens as Fed tightening ends 
  
The assumptions behind our projections are laid out in Appendix 3, while Figure 26 
shows the implied market targets.  Perhaps the single most important forecast is that 
Fed policy rates will be markedly lower in 12 months (even if they rise in the meantime).  
Elsewhere, we think that ECB rates will also be lower in 12 months, while we expect 
BOE rates to be little changed (up, then down) and look for mild tightening from the BOJ 
and PBOC.  We expect yield curves to steepen during 2024, with short rates eventually 
falling (we expect US 10-year yields to fall over the next year but see upside elsewhere).   
 
Yields on equities and real estate will face competing forces: slowing economies could 
push them to the upside (perhaps balanced by falling bond yields) but they could then 
fall as economies recover. Overall, we expect little change, except for Chinese equities 
and UK REITS (declines expected) and EM REITS (increase expected). 
 
Figure 26 – Market forecasts 
               Current Forecast 
  (31/08/23*) 12-month 
Central Bank Rates US 5.50 4.75 
 Eurozone 4.00 3.50 
 China 3.45 3.50 
 Japan -0.10 0.10 
 UK 5.25 5.25 
10yr Bond Yields US 4.10 3.75 
 Eurozone 2.44 2.65 
 China 2.59 2.80 
 Japan 0.64 0.90 
 UK 4.36 4.50 
Exchange Rates/US$ EUR/USD 1.08 1.15 
 USD/CNY 7.26 7.00 
 USD/JPY 145.55 125.00 
 GBP/USD 1.27 1.30 
 USD/CHF 0.88 0.86 
Equity Indices S&P 500 4508 4450 
 Euro Stoxx 50 4297 4650 
 FTSE A50 12602 14300 
 Nikkei 225 32619 33500 
 FTSE 100 7439 7650 
Commodities (US$) Brent/barrel 87 80 
 Gold/ounce 1942 1900 
 Copper/tonne 8405 8500 

Notes: * except for central bank rates which take account of subsequent changes. There is no guarantee that 
these views will come to pass. See Appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers.  Source: 
Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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Changes to projected 
returns largely reflect 
shifts in yields but also 
changed assumptions 
 
 
 
 
 
Optimisation favours 
cash, IG and bank loans 
 
 
 
HY reduced, govt bonds 
boosted and bank loans 
start at Overweight 
 

Figure 27 – Projected 12m return versus risk for global assets 

Notes: based on local currency returns. Returns are projected but standard deviation of returns is based on 5-
year historical data. Size of bubbles is in proportion to average pairwise correlation with other assets (hollow 
bubbles indicate negative correlation). Cash is an equally weighted mix of USD, EUR, GBP and JPY. Neutral 
portfolio weights shown in Figure 3. As of 31 August 2023. There is no guarantee that these views will 
come to pass. See Appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. Source: ICE BofA, Credit Suisse, 
FTSE Russell, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
Some of the return projections shown in Figure 27 are higher than in the last edition 
(cash, government bonds, IG and gold), while others are lower (REITS, equities and 
commodities).  The changes since last time broadly reflect the respective movements in 
asset yields (see Figure 5), though some assumptions have changed (for example, less 
pessimism about HY spreads and default rates).  Bank loan spreads are more generous 
than HY spreads, which explains the higher projected returns for bank loans (though the 
lack of duration may be a handicap when rates fall).  
 
We use an optimisation process to help balance risk and reward and Figure 28 shows 
the results.  The outcome favours cash, IG and bank loans, while shunning commodities, 
gold, and equities (the outcomes are mixed for government bonds, HY and real estate). 
 
Within our Model Asset Allocation, we follow the output of the optimiser, in direction if not 
magnitude. We reduce HY to Neutral, while increasing government bonds (but remaining 
Underweight) and introducing bank loans at Overweight.        
 
Figure 28 – Optimised allocations for global assets (using local currency returns) 
    Optimisations Model 
 Neutral 

Portfolio 
Policy 
Range 

Projected 
Returns 

Sharpe 
Ratio 

Max 
Return 

Asset  
Allocation* 

Cash & Gold 5% 0-10% 0.8% 10% 6%       10% 
Cash 2.5% 0-10% 3.8% 10% 6%       10% 
Gold 2.5% 0-10% -2.2% 0% 0%         0% 
Govt Bonds 25% 10-40% 3.7% 40% 10% ↑      22% 
Corporate IG 10% 0-20% 5.8% 17% 20%       18% 
Corporate HY 5% 0-10% 5.0% 0% 10%     ↓        5%  
Bank Loans 4% 0-8% 8.4% 8% 8%     ↑        6% 
Equities 45% 25-65% 4.6% 25% 38%       34% 
Real Estate 4% 0-8% 6.5% 0% 8%       5% 
Commodities 2% 0-4% -2.7% 0% 0%         0% 

Notes: *This is a theoretical portfolio and is for illustrative purposes only.  It does not represent an actual 
portfolio and is not a recommendation of any investment or trading strategy. Based on local currency returns 
(for both the one-year projected returns and five-year historical covariance matrix). Cash is an equally weighted 
mix of USD, EUR, GBP and JPY. “Sharpe Ratio” shows the results of maximising the Sharpe Ratio. “Max 
Return” maximises returns while not exceeding the volatility of the Neutral Portfolio. Bank loans have been 
added in this edition and has been accommodated by reducing the Neutral position for real estate from 8% to 
4%. The arrows for bank loans and real estate are relative to the new Neutral positions. There is no 
guarantee that these views will come to pass. See appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. 
Source: Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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into yen 

Model Asset Allocation: Introducing bank loans 
We expect the global economy to continue decelerating, while recent asset behaviour is 
what we would expect with acceleration.  Consequently, we remain cautious, expecting a 
period of consolidation among cyclical assets.  Within our Model Asset Allocation we 
reduce high yield (HY) to Neutral, while adding to government bonds (still Underweight) 
and introducing bank loans at Overweight (see Figure 28).  The conservative stance is 
balanced by maintaining a regional bias towards emerging market (EM) assets. 
 
HY spreads have narrowed again, which we find odd at a time of economic slowdown.  
We expect spreads to rewiden and defaults to rise, on top of which we note that HY 
tends to underperform other fixed income assets when the Fed starts to ease (see the 
thematic section on asset performance when the Fed eases).  We reduce HY to a 
Neutral 5% (from an Overweight 8%), with both US and European allocations reduced to 
Neutral (see the detailed allocations in Figure 3).   
 
At the same time, we add to government bonds (going from 20% to 22%), though 
remain Underweight versus the Neutral 25%.  Yields have risen over the last three 
months and we note that government bonds tend to perform relatively well when the Fed 
starts to ease (and when yields curves steepen).  We maintain a bias towards longer 
duration instruments but expect that to change once the rate cutting cycle becomes well 
established (we expect Fed rates to be lower in 12 months).   We have added to the US 
allocation after the rise in yields (further Overweight).  We remain Overweight in EM 
(attractive spreads), Neutral in the UK and Underweight in Japan and the Eurozone.  
 
We introduce bank loans to the Model Asset Allocation at an Overweight 6% (versus 
Neutral 4%).  We view bank loans as somewhere between cash (with near zero duration) 
and HY (with default risk).  The asset class may normally be expected to underperform 
HY once central banks cut rates but we find the valuation comparison to favour bank 
loans at the moment.  We are Overweight in both the US and Europe.   
 
Real estate (REITs) may appear to have been reduced (from 10% to 5%) but that simply 
reflects a reduction in the Neutral allocation (from 8% to 4%) to accommodate the bank 
loans asset class.  Hence, we remain Overweight, though we have made some regional 
changes (adding to Japan and the Eurozone, reducing US and EM).  
 
We maintain the Maximum allocation to cash (10% versus Neutral 2.5%).  Central bank 
policy rates have continued to rise and we think cash now offers decent return potential, 
along with attractive diversification characteristics (see Figure 27).   
 
The other diversifying asset that we consider is gold.  However, it has performed so well 
that we doubt that it can sustain a much higher price.  We therefore keep it at zero.  We 
also leave the broader commodities allocation at zero, the consequence of expected 
cyclical weakening and prices that we find too high in many cases.     
 
We maintain the Overweight 18% allocation to investment grade (IG), versus the 
Neutral 10%.  We expect better returns than on either government bonds or HY (see 
Figure 27).  We also note that IG tends to perform relatively well when the Fed starts 
easing.  EM is our favourite region but we also like US and UK IG. 
 
We have not changed the equity allocation and remain Underweight with an unchanged 
34% allocation (Figure 27 suggests the risk-reward trade-off is worse than for many 
other assets, based on our forecasts).  We are surprised at recent gains given slowing 
economies and rising bond yields .  We remain Overweight EM equities (especially 
China) and the big Underweight is the US (12% versus Neutral 25%).  We reduce Japan 
to Underweight (after strong performance) and add to the Eurozone (Overweight). 
 
Regionally, we favour EM assets, largely because we think they are cheap but also as a 
hedge in case the global economy does better than we expect. 
 
Finally, we expect yen strength and maintain a partial hedge from USD into yen.   
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The AI driven phase 
seems to be over and 
central bank policies 
may dominate again 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Changing economic 
regime could spell 
danger 
 
 
 
 
 
We have boosted 
allocations to defensive 
sectors in anticipation of 
greater volatility 
 
 
 
 
Fed easing has typically 
been associated with 
outperformance by 
retailers and defensive 
sectors 

Equity sectors 
Sector allocation has not become easier since our last Strategic Sector Selector.  After 
strong returns in the first half of 2023, global equity returns have lacked direction since 
the end of June.  This is mostly a direct consequence of the narrow rally that 
characterised the first half of the year, in our view.  The outsized influence of the 
technology sector is difficult to counterbalance, and it seems that the AI-driven uplift has 
run out of steam.  Valuations have stopped supporting the market, which we think is 
closely connected to the regime change in the macroeconomic and monetary policy 
environment.  Economic indicators have been stronger than we expected, especially in 
the US, the improvement in inflation rates has slowed down and reversed in some cases 
(driven by higher energy prices), while central banks are approaching “terminal rates”. 
 
We think that the stalling rally could be a sign that we may be at the beginning of a 
transition period between the early-cycle phase and the mid-market phase (see 
Decomposing equity cycles for more detail).  If our assessment is correct, it would 
explain why the rally has stalled and early cyclical sectors, such as consumer 
discretionary have underperformed since the end of Q2 2023.  These periods are 
characterised by gradual drawdowns, some of which have been in the low double-digits. 
 
We have pre-emptively positioned our Model Sector Allocation for a fading growth factor 
and technology-led rally by downgrading the sectors most exposed to that, while 
increasing our allocations to defensive sectors as a nod to a period of potentially higher 
volatility (see here for the full detail).  However, the scenario we envisaged has only 
partly played out so far, in the sense that market leadership has remained narrow and 
has been led by cyclical sectors, which could be partly explained by the more resilient 
macroeconomic environment. 
 
Our expectation for the next 12 months is an equity market moving to an environment 
more closely driven by economic growth.  This most likely implies limited returns in the 
next 6-9 months, especially if high interest rates put a break on surprisingly resilient 
growth.  Moderating inflation will eventually allow central banks to start a period of 
easing, but we do not think it is imminent.  When it does come, and based on the 
historical patterns shown in Figure 29, our Model Sector Allocation would seem well-
placed to outperform with its current tilt to defensives and Overweight in retailers.  
Nevertheless, in preparation for the mid-cycle phase, we also balance that by keeping 
our Overweight to real estate, while gradually increasing exposure to financial services 
and insurance, sectors that have tended to outperform in that part of the cycle. 
 
Figure 29 – Median annualised relative total returns for global sectors in periods of 
Fed easing 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Showing median annualised total returns for 
Datastream World Level 3 sector indices relative to the Datastream World Total Market index during the nine 
US Federal Reserve Bank easing cycles we identified since 1974. Numbers in brackets show the number of 
periods in which the sector outperformed. See Appendix 6 for easing cycle dates.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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We favour a balanced 
factor exposure, ahead 
of price momentum 
reestablishing itself 
during the mid-cycle 
phase 
 
 

Equity factors 
At the beginning of 2023, we had a fairly clear idea of the style factor leadership that we 
expected and watched as our expectations played out to a certain extent with the 
outperformance of growth over value in the US, although the picture has been more 
mixed in Europe (see Figure 30).  Size underperformed in both regions, which not only 
implies that our equal-weighted factor indices would underperform their respective 
market capitalisation-weighted benchmarks, but also suggests that investors remain 
somewhat cautious in embracing this rally.  However, the latter seems to apply mostly to 
Europe where low volatility has been one of the best performers year-to-date, while it 
has been the worst performer in the US.  Cautiousness seems to be reinforced by the 
relatively strong returns by our quality factor index in both regions.  At the same time, the 
relatively weak returns from price momentum suggests a rotation within the market, 
which is clearer in the US (out of value and low volatility into growth), while in Europe no 
such pattern has manifested itself (the ranking of factor returns is similar to 2022, 
although there is less dispersion). 
 
What does that tell us about investor positioning? As we examined in The strange case 
of US factor returns, it most closely resembles the late-cycle phase in the equity market 
cycle (at least in the US), even though the underperformance of price momentum 
suggests we have passed a turning point.  What muddies the picture somewhat is the 
excitement around generative artificial intelligence and the boost it has given to 
technology sector valuations (alongside stocks viewed as “tech-like”).  In Europe, it 
seems to us that markets are both reflecting a high level of uncertainty and perhaps 
positioning for a stagflationary environment with the outperformance of both value and 
low volatility. 
 
Now that the monetary tightening cycle is drawing to a close in both the US and Europe 
and uncertainty around the future direction of monetary policy increases, we expect one 
of the main drivers of returns to fade in importance (especially as far as the growth and 
value factors are concerned).  In the near term, we would prefer a balanced approach to 
factor exposures as long as no clear leadership emerges.  Also, this uncertainty may 
favour low volatility, especially if a material drawdown is ahead of us until equities reach 
the more stable mid-cycle stage.  We may reach that within the next 12 months if 
economic growth reaccelerates and inflation stays close to central bank targets.  At that 
point, we would favour price momentum and would expect low volatility and size to 
underperform as market leadership is established and large cap stocks outperform. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30 – US and European year-to-date factor relative total returns (%) 

Note: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. Based on daily data 
from 31 December 2022 to 31 August 2023. See appendices for methodology and disclaimers. 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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We assume further 
slowdown and flatlining 
cyclical assets but we 
may be wrong  
 
 
 
Alternative 1: prolonged 
cycle (late expansion 
phase)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alternative 2: a new 
cycle (early expansion 
phase) 

What if we are wrong about the cycle? 
With economies having slowed but not entering recession (or marginally so, at worst), 
there is plenty of debate about whether recession is still possible or whether a soft 
landing is more likely, with economic acceleration on the cards.  The strong performance 
of cyclical assets (including the equity value factor) over recent months suggests the 
reacceleration argument is winning the day.  However, there are cross currents, notably 
the outperformance of the quality equity factor, which we would normally expect during 
the late expansion phase (see Figure 31).   
       
Our Model Asset Allocation is predicated upon the idea that the global economy is still 
slowing and that markets have been too hasty in allowing for economic recovery (or for a 
soft landing).  At best, this suggests cyclical assets will flatline as recovery unfolds.  At 
worst, it points to the risk of a correction in such assets, especially if economies  and 
profits disappoint.   
 
However, we may be wrong about the state of the cycle.  If the economic expansion is 
prolonged, with reacceleration after a pause, we may find that we are still in the late 
expansion phase of the cycle, with more central bank tightening to come.  That may 
explain why equities and commodities have done so well of late (the Fed easing section 
suggests that is normal in the 12 months before the Fed eases).  Figure 31 (“Best-in-
class”) shows that in such a scenario we would favour equities (quality, basic resources 
and industrials), industrial commodities (base metals and energy) and REITs (Japan).      
 
Alternatively, if the slowdown is over and we are embarking on a new cycle, the early 
expansion phase of Figure 31 is more apt.  Under such as scenario we would favour 
equities (value, financials, China), bank loans (Europe), HY (US), EM debt and base 
metals (see the “Best-in-class” selections).    
 

Figure 31 – The economic and asset class roller coaster 

Chart shows a schematic portrayal of the global economic cycle. The selection of “Preferred assets” is based on our research published in 
“Asset allocation in pictures” in November 2017 and shows assets that usually perform better at each stage of the cycle. “Best-in-class” 
shows our view of which parts of those preferred assets we would favour based on current valuations and projected returns. See appendices 
for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. Source: Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Excess savings on a 
downtrend… 

Theme 1: The outlook for global inflation - a flow of funds analysis 
A consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated responses from 
monetary and fiscal authorities has been a resurgence of inflation across the global 
economy, with several countries experiencing the highest rates of inflation in decades, 
whether measured by headline prices, core prices, or the broadest deflators.  Last year 
we had (often poorly defined) debate between “Team Transitory” arguing prices/inflation 
would return to their pre COVID levels after the supply shocks had abated versus “Team 
Persistent” putting forward the case that either structural changes or large increases in 
the money supply would herald a period of significantly above target inflation.  Today this 
discourse is seemingly on the backburner; investors are now rightly concerned with the 
“stickiness” of inflation, particularly core inflation and the medium-term outlook.  
 
First, it may help to assess the past four years.  Despite the global nature of the COVID-
19 pandemic and shocks to global supply chains, inflation has not been evenly 
distributed across the global economy.  For example, as measured by the GDP deflator, 
prices have risen since 2019 Q4 by 16% in the US, 14% in the UK, 12% in the Euro 
area, but just 2½% in Japan.  Some countries (China, Switzerland) have had almost no 
inflation, whilst others (Turkey, Argentina) have had inflation rates of around 100%.  Any 
theory used in forecasting inflation needs to be able to account for these discrepancies.  
 
Figure 32 highlights the strong correlation between the change in the money stock held 
in the private non-financial sector (households and non-financial corporations) and the 
change in nominal GDP since 2019 Q4.  This methodology is an extension of work by 
the Bank of England and is constructed using the flow of funds releases from central 
banks, which chronicle financial assets and liabilities by counterparties. 
 
Figure 32 – Relationship between broad money balances and nominal GDP (%) 

Note: Broad money includes all currency, all bank deposits, and all money market fund shares. Data covers the 
period from 2019 Q4 to 2023 Q1 (2023 Q2 for the US). Sources: Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, European Central Bank, Eurostat, Bank of England, Office for National Statistics, Bank of Japan, 
Cabinet Office, People's Bank of China, National Bureau of Statistics of China and Invesco Global Market 
Strategy Office.  
 
Notwithstanding this strong correlation, the “flow-through” of money creation into nominal 
spending has been uneven across these five economies, whether financing real 
economic growth or reflected in prices.  In the US, real GDP is 6% higher than pre-
COVID, whereas in the UK real GDP is roughly the same.  In China, real GDP is almost 
20% higher.  Differences in recent real economic growth can be attributed to social 
restrictions and the war in Ukraine, which have also had a significant effect on inflation.  
 
To understand the outlook for global inflation, investors need to consider three factors.  
First, the stock of excess savings (or excess purchasing power), which is defined as the 
difference between actual and trend values of broad money balances (all currency, all 
bank deposits, and all money market fund shares), has been on a general downtrend 
since the peak of social restrictions in 2020 Q2 (see Figure 33).  
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Excess purchasing power never materialised in China due to a contained monetary 
response in 2020 (money supply growth barely increased).  It has fallen considerably in 
large, advanced economies and we think it will be fully depleted in early 2024. 
 
Figure 33 – Excess savings/purchasing power (%) 

Note: excess savings/purchasing power (%) is the difference between actual and trend values of broad money 
balances (all currency, all bank deposits, and all money market fund shares) held by the private non-financial 
sector relative to nominal GDP. Sources: Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis, European Central 
Bank, Eurostat, Bank of England, Office for National Statistics, Bank of Japan, Cabinet Office, People's Bank of 
China, National Bureau of Statistics of China and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
 
Second, the flow of monetary policy, defined as the year-on-year change in the broad 
money stock (all currency, all bank deposits, and all money market fund shares) held by 
the private non-financial sector, has been on a general downtrend since late 2020 (see 
Figure 34).  China is the exception, with a central bank that continues to ease policy. 
 
Figure 34 – Broad money supply growth (% year-on-year) 

Note: quarterly data from 2015 Q1 to 2023 Q2. Data shows M3 money supply growth, except China which is 
M2. Sources: Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, People's Bank of 
China and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office.  
 
Third, the Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, and Bank of England are all 
reducing the size of their balance sheets to differing degrees and the incentive for private 
banks to create money is minimal, as evidenced by the spreads between mid-term and 
short-term interest rates (see Figure 35).  
 
Net interest margins for commercial bank lending reflect the interest rate spreads 
between their net assets (primarily loans) and deposits.  If a blended maturity of around 
six years for bank loans and three months for bank deposits is assumed, with yield 
curves inverted in the US, the Euro area, and the UK, the incentive for private banks to 
increase their balance sheets is minimal, with bank lending surveys supporting this 
notion.  
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Inflation won’t be sticky 
for long and disinflation 
(or deflation) is a bigger 
threat than inflation over 
the medium term 
 

Figure 35 – Spread between 6y and 3m govt. bond yields (%, 3m rolling average)  

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on monthly data from January 2000 to August 
2023. Source: Macrobond and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
In conclusion, following a period of above-target inflation that blindsided many investors 
and central banks, global inflationary pressures are cooling.  I believe the “stickiness” of 
inflation will be genuinely short lived: after excess savings are fully depleted the effect of 
the negative flow of monetary policy will be felt, with disinflation/deflation rather than 
inflation more of a risk in the medium-term.  Euro area and UK inflation at the index level 
is effectively over, and US and Japanese excess savings will likely fall to zero in early 
2024.  Any stimulus in China and the associated potential for a pick-up in inflation will 
likely be muted, with Beijing constrained by high debt ratios and a frail real estate sector. 
 
Adam Burton 
Senior Macro Strategy Analyst 
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Theme 2: What happens when the Fed starts easing? 
We think the US Federal Reserve (Fed) is close to its “terminal rate” for this tightening 
cycle (it may have reached it already).  Based on probabilities implied by rate futures on 
Refinitiv at the time of writing, the most likely date of the first cut will be in 2024 Q2 (since 
1974 the average pause in rates before the first cut has been nearly five months or nine 
months if we focus on the last four easing cycles starting in 1995). 
 
Figure 36 – Change in the US Federal Reserve target rate (middle rate) around the 
first cut in a loosening cycle (basis points) 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. “Last 12m” shows the change in Fed policy 
rates in the 12 months to 31 August 2023. “Average” shows the average across the periods shown in the chart 
(excluding “Last 12m”). Data as of 31 August 2023. See appendices for methodology and disclaimers.  
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
That, in theory could mean a regime change in asset returns.  In preparation for this next 
phase in the monetary policy cycle, we have analysed returns on assets around the first 
rate cut by the Fed.  We identified nine periods of Fed loosening since the beginning of 
1974 (see Appendix 6 for a full list of dates).  On average, the first 12 months of Fed 
loosening – from the date of the first cut – tended to more than undo the tightening of the 
preceding 12 months (see Figure 36).  However, this is not true of all individual periods, 
especially during the Volcker-era of the 1980s, when rate cuts were quickly reversed 
(1980) or loosening was not as sharp as the preceding tightening (1981). The mid-1990s 
was a period of relatively stable interest rates ended by the bursting of the “tech bubble” 
in 2000, which saw sharp loosening in an attempt to stabilise markets.  
 
At first glance it does not seem to matter how quickly the Fed reduces its target rate, 
because total returns for all US assets are positive on average during the 12 months 
after the first cut (see Figure 37 and Appendix 6 for cycle by cycle performance data).  
 
Figure 37 – US asset average total returns around the first cut in a Fed loosening 
cycle 

 
Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. See appendices for 
definitions, methodology and disclaimers. Source: ICE, ICE BofA, FTSE Russell, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv 
Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Using average returns over the nine periods since 1974, equities was the best 
performing asset class during the 12 months following the first cut (just), followed by 
government bonds and corporate IG (although we could include data for only seven of 
the nine periods for government bonds due to lack of data). Corporate HY, real estate 
(REITs) and commodities were relatively flat by comparison (with the caveat that we 
could include only five periods for HY and four for real estate).  It is interesting that the 
best performing asset around the time of the first Fed rate cut has tended to be 
government bonds (when looking across the 12 months before and after that rate cut). 
 
Given that rate cuts tend to start when the economy is weakening, it is no surprise that 
cyclical assets such as HY, real estate and commodities have tended to underperform 
more “defensive” assets such as government bonds and IG when the Fed starts easing.  
We note also that these cyclical assets perform less well in the 12 months after the first 
rate cut than in the 12 months before, which again is not surprising.   
 
The big surprise is that equities have tended to perform so well in the year after the first 
rate cut and have, on average, done better after that first easing than before it (though 
this is not true for every cycle, as can be seen in Figures 44 and 45 in Appendix 6).  
When it comes to the reaction to the peaking out of Fed policy rates, the US equity 
market appears to share many of the characteristics of government bonds and IG, which 
is odd given that we would not normally categorise equities as “defensive”.  We think this 
is due to both rising valuations, driven by the reduction in the discount rate used to 
calculate the present value of future dividends, and the ability of equity markets to “look 
through” to the economic recovery ahead.  Maybe the higher than average concentration 
of growth stocks in the US could also lead that market to perform well when the Fed 
eases (as long duration instruments benefit from falling yields). 
 
In fact there were only three instances within our sample when US equities fell in the first 
year of Fed loosening: from April 1980 when the Fed quickly returned to tightening, from 
July 1995 when rates remained high for an extended period and after January 2001 
when the ”tech bubble” deflated.   
 
The same is true of global equities (see Figure 38 and Appendix 5), though the returns 
are noticeably lower than for the US market alone.  Whether we look at US or global 
equities, performance has tended to be better after the first Fed rate cut than before and 
has tended to be better than on other assets.  However, the outcomes for global 
government bonds and IG are very different to those in the US, with performance 
worsening when the Fed starts to reduce rates.  They therefore reflect what is seen on 
cyclical assets such as HY, real estate and commodities.  However, it must be 
remembered that data availability means that less rate cutting cycles are available for 
many assets when analysing global markets (five for government bonds, three for IG).   
 
Figure 38 – Global asset average total returns (in US dollar) around the first cut in 
a Fed loosening cycle 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. See appendices for 
definitions, methodology and disclaimers. Source: ICE, ICE BofA, FTSE Russell, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv 
Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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This lack of data and the fact that other central banks are not necessarily following the 
Fed may explain why the results are not the same for global asset categories as for the 
US.  In particular, we note that the large negative performance of global real estate in the 
12 months after the first rate cut is based on only two rate cutting cycles (from 
September 2007 and July 2019).  Both were accompanied by steep recessions (GFC 
and pandemic) and difficult conditions for real estate and may not form a representative 
sample (the US real estate data is based on four cycles). 
 
Although global government bond returns were lower on average than for equities in the 
first 12 months after the first Fed cut, if we limit the analysis to the five cycles when 
government bond data is available, we find that government bonds outperformed stocks 
both before and after the first Fed rate cut (though government bond performance itself 
was on average worse after than before the rate cuts started, as was also true for IG).   
 
Importantly, global (and US) government bonds outperformed equities in the two periods 
when equity returns were sharply negative (from July 1995 and January 2001), though 
government bond performance was even stronger before the Fed started easing.   
 
Interestingly, the US dollar was strong in those two periods, perhaps driven by cautious 
investor sentiment.  However, that did not happen consistently, as the US dollar fell in 
four easing periods out of nine since 1974 (although it strengthened slightly on average).  
Of course, movements in the dollar depend as much upon other central banks as upon 
the Fed, so it should come as no surprise that the dollar shows no consistent pattern.   
 
Finally, commodity returns may have been above zero on average across the nine Fed 
easing cycles, but that is skewed by the 48.4% return from the July 1995 Fed cut (one of 
only four episodes in which commodity returns were positive).  Excluding that large gain 
in the 12 months from July 1995, the average return on commodities during the first year 
of rate cuts was slightly negative. 
 
In conclusion, we think the main determinant of the returns we can expect after the first 
Fed rate cut will be the speed and depth of monetary loosening.  That, in turn, will likely 
depend on the economic environment.  If inflation remains high and economic growth 
remains strong, the Fed is unlikely to cut significantly, implying only a small moderation 
in rates (similar to the mid-1990s).  However, if inflation falls to around the Fed’s 2% 
target, we would expect a significant reduction of the target rate, especially if the 
economy weakens materially at the same time (like the mid-1980s or early 2000s).  Of 
course, there is a chance that inflation reaccelerates with another commodity price 
shock, for example, although the probability of that is low, in our view. 
 
Based on historical precedent, we think a slow and shallow monetary loosening cycle 
would be positive for the US dollar and commodities (with the caveat that such historical 
periods may just have coincided with the early phase of the commodity super-cycle).  
However, we think this environment would be negative for equities and government 
bonds (yields may drift upwards driven by strong economic growth and sticky inflation).  
 
On the other hand, history suggests that sharp cuts in the Fed’s target rate would be 
good for stocks and sovereign debt, but would likely mean negative returns for 
commodities (especially if there is global recession).   The outcome for the dollar will also 
depend upon the actions of other central banks, though we note that the greenback has 
tended to strengthen in those periods when the Fed has cut rates aggressively.   
 
Our view of gently moderating economic growth and core inflation makes it more likely 
that the Fed and other central banks will not quickly reverse their tightening and that 
asset returns will be closer to the shallow cycle template, in our opinion.  Our analysis 
suggests this could mean negative returns for equities and weak, but higher, returns for 
sovereign debt, a stronger US dollar and uncertain returns for commodities. 
 
Andras Vig 
Multi Asset Strategist  
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Theme 3: Artificial intelligence (AI) - what is it and what could it mean for us? 
Since the end-2022 launch of ChatGPT (a generative AI-driven chatbot capable of 
understanding and replying in natural language), commentators, financial media, and 
tech companies have hyped how generative AI may evolve.  Developments in this space 
have reached fever-pitch, with a variety of new models released in the first half of 2023 
from a slew of competitors.  Today’s generative AI lets users create text content, images, 
and sound with simple prompts, igniting optimism -- and pessimism -- about what a 
future filled with AI may look like.  
 
However, AI isn't exactly new.  For well over a decade before the launch of ChatGPT, AI 
has been deployed in commercial use cases across almost every sector and industry.  AI 
is already used for content recommendation, navigation, virtual assistants, song 
recognition, image enhancement, signal generation, and more. 
 
In essence, generative AI is a prediction model that works by learning the relationships 
between data points and creating similar data from it.  For example: generative AI can be 
used to understand how words are used in sentences and then create new sentences 
based on that understanding.  Using the example of text, if we ask the model a question, 
it will return to us the most likely series of words that follow based on its understanding of 
the data that was initially used to train the model.  The latest models also understand 
and integrate context, topics, and cues. 
 
Generative AI can be applied to a range of modalities, including text, images, sound, and 
even videos.  When working with text, generative AI can be used to summarize 
documents, produce scripts, write emails, and more.  It may also be particularly useful in 
software engineering by helping to understand, document, and write code.  Similarly, it is 
now seeing early use in everyday data analysis as well.  When working with images, 
sound, and video, generative AI has also shown impressive capabilities in editing and 
manipulating content. 
 
If generative AI can be effectively implemented into existing workstreams, it may help 
boost worker productivity, which would likely have a deflationary effect as the economy 
could achieve greater output with constant inputs.  Using US data from the information 
communication technology revolution of 1995-2005 as an example, US total factor 
productivity growth could 1.1% per annum higher than recent sub-par growth rates as a 
result of generative AI.  This estimate falls in the middle of forecast ranges from 
McKinsey and Accenture.  If we take the average post-global financial crisis rate of US 
total factor productivity growth of 0.55% and add this assumption, real value-added 
output may be able to break out of its post-GFC doldrums (see Figure 39). 
 
Figure 39 – US 5-year annualised growth of real value-added by contribution (%) 

Notes: annual data from 1992 to 2032. Values from 2023 to 2032 are projections, where combined inputs grow 
at the average growth rate observed from 2010 to 2022 and total factor productivity grows at an annualised 
growth rate of 1.6% (the growth rate observed from 2010 to 2022 plus an additional 1.1% that is assumed to 
derive from the effect of artificial intelligence. As of 31 July 2023. Source: Macrobond, US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics Productivity Database and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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In the short-term, AI may have more of a wow factor than real impact.  However, like 
major technological innovations that have come before it, we believe AI has significant 
scope for compounding improvement as economies adjust to accommodate this new 
technology.  While some jobs may be destroyed over time, history suggests that new, 
higher value-added jobs tend to take their place (See Figure 40).  
 
Figure 40 – US employment share by period and job type, 1940 versus 2018 

Note: “Cleaning & Prot Svcs” is Cleaning and Protective Services.  
Source: for illustrative purposes only, based on Autor, D. “The Labor Market Impacts of Technological Change; 
From unbridled enthusiasm to qualified optimism to vast uncertainty” NBER Working Paper 
 
We think it is important to remember that AI has been an increasing part of our lives for 
the last 15 years.  While some job tasks have been automated, few jobs have been 
entirely replaced and many new jobs have been created.  Indeed, unemployment is at 
multi-decade lows across the US and Eurozone despite continued technological change.   
It is also important to note that whether AI will replace human labour is as much to do 
with whether AI can replace a job as it is to do with whether and how legislators, 
regulators, companies, and consumers embrace new technology. 
 
Nevertheless, markets have embraced the excitement around AI through investment in 
large technology firms (see Figure 41).  This effect is most notable in the US, where 
28% of the S&P 500 is comprised of technology stocks, which are up 41.3% year-to-date 
(as of 8 September 2023).  If we remove technology stocks, the S&P 500 is up just 1.3% 
year-to-date.  This is impressive given the broader macro backdrop which has seen 10-
year Treasury yields climb as high as 4.3%. 
 
Figure 41 – US stock market net total return indices (31 December 2019 = 100)  

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on daily data from 31 December 2019 to 8 
September 2023. Indices are rebased to 100 on 31 December 2019. The vertical line is set at 30 November 
2023, the launch date of ChatGPT. Source: Bloomberg and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office  
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Semiconductor stocks in particular have led the charge.  Training ChatGPT involved a 
custom-built supercomputer costing at least $100 million in advanced processing 
hardware.  Every prompt entered into ChatGPT is run through a pretrained model that 
uses considerable resources -- each word entered and generated uses computing 
power.  Across the ChatGPT platform, daily estimated running costs range from $100-
$700 million.  Moreover, additional AI models are under active development with ever 
greater computational needs.  This has translated into exceptional demand for 
processors, helping to push global semiconductor stocks 41.7% higher year-to-date, as 
of 8 September 2023 (See Figure 42). 
 
Figure 42 – Global net total return equity indices in USD (31 December 2019 =100) 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Based on daily data from 31 December 2019 to 8 
September 2023. All indices are rebased to 100 as of 31 December 2019. The vertical line is set at 30 
November 2022, the launch date of ChatGPT. 
Source: MSCI, Nasdaq, Bloomberg and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 
Indeed, the bulk of price action to date has occurred across enablers of AI -- companies 
that are building and powering AI systems.  These include semiconductor manufacturers, 
deep-pocketed large tech companies and those companies that have large amounts of 
proprietary data that may help train and refine purpose-built AI systems.  As AI becomes 
more efficient and scalable, adopters of generative AI may benefit from the technology 
through improved product offerings or new efficiencies in internal processes. 
 
However, considering the broader market environment, we are concerned that the recent 
run-up in technology stocks is looking overdone.  Valuations, both on a trailing and 
forward basis, have climbed markedly even as forward earnings estimates have pushed 
substantially higher.  We suspect that if monetary policy and credit conditions were 
looser, valuations may be even more stretched and bubble-like.  We note that it is 
possible to be right about the impact of a new technology and yet invest long-before its 
effects are realised. 
 
Ashley Oerth, CFA 
Senior Investment Strategy Analyst 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Global valuations vs history 
 
Regional yields within historical ranges (%) 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. As of 31 August 2023. “Corporate Debt” is investment grade credit and “Loans” 
are bank loans. See appendices for definitions, methodology and disclaimers.  Source: Bloomberg, Credit Suisse, FTSE Russell, ICE BofA, 
Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy office 
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Appendix 2: Asset class total returns 

Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. *Five-year returns are annualised. **The currency section is organised so that 
in all cases the numbers show the movement in the mentioned currency versus USD (+ve indicates appreciation, -ve indicates depreciation).    
Please see appendix for definitions, methodology and disclaimers. Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office. 
  

Data as at 31/08/2023 Current
Index Level/RY 3m YTD 12m 5y* 3m YTD 12m 5y*

Equities
World MSCI 686 6.7 15.2 14.5 8.0 6.7 15.6 13.8 8.7
Emerging Markets MSCI 980 3.7 4.9 1.7 1.4 4.0 6.3 2.8 3.2
China MSCI 60 5.0 -4.5 -7.4 -3.8 5.5 -3.4 -6.6 -3.5
US MSCI 4289 8.5 19.1 15.8 11.0 8.5 19.1 15.8 11.0
Europe MSCI 1902 3.8 13.1 23.3 5.5 1.7 10.3 14.5 6.4
Europe ex-UK MSCI 2361 4.0 14.7 26.0 6.2 1.9 12.8 17.3 7.2
UK MSCI 1119 3.1 7.7 14.8 3.4 0.9 2.2 5.4 3.9
Japan MSCI 3523 4.7 13.8 15.8 3.5 9.1 25.6 21.6 9.3
Government Bonds
World BofA-ML 3.32 -1.6 -0.8 -2.0 -2.5 -1.3 0.8 -3.0 -0.9
Emerging Markets (USD) BBloom 8.13 3.7 5.9 7.8 0.4 3.7 5.9 7.8 0.4
China BofA-ML 2.43 -0.7 -0.8 -1.8 3.4 1.8 4.1 3.8 4.8
US (10y) Datastream 4.10 -2.9 0.5 -4.2 0.6 -2.9 0.5 -4.2 0.6
Europe Bofa-ML 3.18 1.7 3.9 4.2 -2.9 -0.1 2.2 -3.5 -1.5
Europe ex-UK (EMU, 10y) Datastream 2.44 0.9 4.8 2.3 -4.1 -0.8 3.1 -5.3 -2.7
UK (10y) Datastream 4.36 1.9 3.0 -1.4 -3.8 -0.3 -2.2 -9.5 -3.3
Japan (10y) Datastream 0.64 -5.7 -8.2 -5.1 -5.2 -1.7 1.3 -0.4 0.1
IG Corporate Bonds
Global BofA-ML 5.32 0.8 3.5 3.0 0.3 0.2 2.9 0.9 0.8
Emerging Markets (USD) BBloom 7.71 0.5 3.4 4.3 1.3 0.5 3.4 4.3 1.3
China BofA-ML 3.25 -1.3 -1.2 -2.9 3.0 1.2 3.6 2.7 4.4
US BofA-ML 5.70 0.0 3.0 0.9 1.5 0.0 3.0 0.9 1.5
Europe BofA-ML 4.28 2.6 5.0 9.0 -2.4 0.7 3.2 1.0 -1.0
UK BofA-ML 6.28 3.2 6.6 7.0 -1.7 0.9 1.2 -1.8 -1.2
Japan BofA-ML 0.84 -4.4 -8.4 -5.2 -5.2 -0.3 1.1 -0.4 0.1
HY Corporate Bonds
Global BofA-ML 8.61 3.4 6.7 8.6 2.3 2.9 6.2 6.8 2.6
US BofA-ML 8.52 3.4 7.2 7.0 3.2 3.4 7.2 7.0 3.2
Europe BofA-ML 7.45 3.7 7.6 14.7 0.0 1.9 5.8 6.3 1.4
Cash (Overnight LIBOR)
US 5.06 1.3 3.3 4.4 1.6 1.3 3.3 4.4 1.6
Euro Area 3.65 2.3 3.3 10.2 -1.3 0.9 1.9 2.3 0.0
UK 5.19 3.2 7.8 13.2 0.6 1.2 2.9 3.8 1.1
Japan -0.06 -4.3 -9.9 -4.6 -5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1
Real Estate (REITs)
Global FTSE 1533 3.6 1.4 -4.2 -0.1 1.8 -0.3 -11.2 1.3
Emerging Markets FTSE 1241 4.5 -5.6 -3.5 -6.1 2.6 -7.2 -10.6 -4.8
US FTSE 2893 4.6 4.8 -3.1 3.0 4.6 4.8 -3.1 3.0
Europe ex-UK FTSE 2128 14.3 2.3 -3.4 -6.9 12.3 0.6 -10.5 -5.6
UK FTSE 740 -0.8 0.9 -10.0 -4.4 -3.0 -4.2 -17.4 -3.9
Japan FTSE 2104 1.8 -0.3 -2.9 -0.4 6.1 10.0 1.9 5.1
Commodities
All GSCI 3601 16.3 3.0 -1.8 5.5 - - - -
Energy GSCI 645 26.6 5.6 -4.1 3.4 - - - -
Industrial Metals GSCI 1564 2.4 -6.7 0.3 4.4 - - - -
Precious Metals GSCI 2199 -0.9 5.9 15.0 9.0 - - - -
Agricultural Goods GSCI 534 1.0 -4.5 -5.4 8.2 - - - -
Currencies (vs USD)**
EUR 1.08 1.4 1.3 7.8 -1.3 - - - -
JPY 145.55 -4.3 -9.9 -4.5 -5.3 - - - -
GBP 1.27 2.2 5.3 8.9 -0.5 - - - -
CHF 1.13 3.1 4.7 10.7 1.9 - - - -
CNY 7.26 -2.0 -5.0 -5.1 -1.2 - - - -

Total Return (USD, %) Total Return (Local Currency, %)
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Appendix 3: Key assumptions 
 
Key assumptions for 1-year projected returns 
 US Eurozone/ 

Europe ex-UK 
UK Japan EM China 

Central bank rates (%) 4.75 3.50 5.25 0.10 - 3.50 
Sovereign spreads vs rates (bps) -40 0 -50 70 - - 
Corporate IG spread vs sovereign (bps) 140 90 200 25 - - 
Corporate HY spread vs sovereign (bps) 500 450 - - - - 
Bank Loan spread vs 3M cash rates (bps) 420 460 - - - - 
Corporate HY default rates (%) 2.5 2.0 - - - - 
Corporate HY recovery rates (%) 30 30 - - - - 
Bank Loan default rates (%) 3.0 3.0 - - - - 
Bank Loan recovery rates (%) 40 40 - - - - 
Equities dividend growth (%)* 5.0 5.0 0.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 
Equities dividend yield (%)* 1.6 3.1 3.6 2.4 3.3 2.7 
Real estate (REITS) dividend growth (%)* 5.0 -2.0 2.0 8.0 -5.0 - 
Real estate (REITS) dividend yield (%)* 4.2 4.0 4.8 3.3 5.0 - 
 
Notes: *assumptions for Europe ex-UK.  One-year assumptions are based on our analysis of how current values compare to historical 
norms (assuming some degree of reversion to the mean, except where our analysis suggests historical norms are unlikely to be a guide to 
the future), adjusted for our view about the development of the economic and financial market cycles over the next year in each region. 
There is no guarantee that these views will come to pass. 
Source: Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Appendix 4: Methodology for asset allocation, expected returns and optimal 
portfolios 
 
Portfolio construction process 
 
The optimal portfolios are theoretical and not real. We use optimisation processes to 
guide our allocations around “neutral” and within prescribed policy ranges based on our 
estimations of expected returns and using historical covariance information. This guides 
the allocation to global asset groups (equities, government bonds etc.), which is the most 
important level of decision. For the purposes of this document the optimal portfolios are 
constructed with a one-year horizon.  
 
Which asset classes? 
 
We look for investibility, size and liquidity. We have chosen to include equities, bonds 
(government, corporate investment grade and corporate high yield), bank loans, REITs 
to represent real estate, commodities and cash (all across a range of geographies). We 
use cross-asset correlations to determine which decisions are the most important. 
 
Neutral allocations and policy ranges 
 
We use market capitalisation in USD for major benchmark indices to calculate neutral 
allocations. For commodities, we use industry estimates for total ETP market cap + 
assets under management in hedge funds + direct investments. We use an arbitrary 5% 
for the combination of cash and gold. We impose diversification by using policy ranges 
for each asset category (the range is usually symmetric around neutral). 
 
Expected/projected returns 
 
The process for estimating expected returns is based upon yield (except commodities, of 
course). After analysing how yields vary with the economic cycle, and where they are 
situated within historical ranges, we forecast the direction and amplitude of moves over 
the next year. Cash returns are calculated assuming a straight-line move in short term 
rates towards our targets (with, of course, no capital gain or loss). Bond returns assume 
a straight-line progression in yields, with capital gains/losses predicated upon constant 
maturity (effectively supposing constant turnover to achieve that). Forecasts of corporate 
investment-grade, high-yield and bank loan spreads are based upon our view of the 
economic cycle (as are forecasts of credit losses). Coupon/interest payments are added 
to give total returns. Equity and REIT returns are based on dividend growth assumptions. 
We calculate total returns by applying those growth assumptions and adding the forecast 
dividend yield. No such metrics exist for commodities; therefore, we base our projections 
on US CPI-adjusted real prices relative to their long-term averages and views on the 
economic cycle. All expected returns are calculated in local currency and then, where 
necessary, converted into other currency bases using our exchange rate forecasts. 
 
Optimising the portfolio 
 
Using a covariance matrix based on monthly local currency total returns for the last 5 
years and we run an optimisation process that maximises the Sharpe Ratio.  Another 
version maximises Return subject to volatility not exceeding that of our Neutral Portfolio. 
The optimiser is based on the Markowitz model. 
 
Currency hedging 
 
We adopt a cautious approach when it comes to currency hedging as currency 
movements are notoriously difficult to accurately predict and sometimes hedging can be 
costly. Also, some of our asset allocation choices are based on currency forecasts. We 
use an amalgam of central bank rate forecasts, policy expectations and real exchange 
rates relative to their historical averages to predict the direction and amplitude of 
currency moves.  
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Appendix 5: Definitions of data and benchmarks 
 
Sources: we source data from Refinitiv Datastream unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Cash: returns are based on a proprietary index calculated using the Intercontinental 
Exchange Benchmark Administration overnight LIBOR (London Interbank Offer Rate). 
From 1st January 2022, we use the Refinitiv overnight deposit rate for euro, British pound 
and Japanese yen. The global rate is the average of the euro, British pound, US dollar 
and Japanese yen rates. The series started on 1 January 2001 with a value of 100. 
 
Gold: London bullion market spot price in USD/troy ounce. 
 
Government bonds: Current values in the market forecast table (Figure 26) use 
Datastream benchmark 10-year yields for the US, Eurozone, Japan and the UK and the 
Thomson Reuters China benchmark 10-year yield for China. Historical and projected 
yields and returns (Figures 1, 2, 4, 5, 14, 26, 27) are based on Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch government bond indices with historical ranges starting on 31 December 1985 for 
the Global, Europe ex-UK, UK and Japanese indices, 30 January 1978 for the US and 
31 December 2004 for China. The emerging markets yields and returns are based on the 
Bloomberg emerging markets sovereign US dollar bond index with the historical range 
starting on 28 February 2003. The same indices are used to construct Appendix 1. 
 
Corporate investment grade (IG) bonds: Bank of America Merrill Lynch investment 
grade corporate bond indices with historical ranges starting on 31 December 1996 for 
the Global, 31 January 1973 for the US dollar, 1 January 1996 for the euro, 31 
December 1996 for the British pound, 6 September 2001 for the Japanese yen and 31 
December 2004 for the China indices. The emerging markets yields and returns are 
based on the Bloomberg emerging markets corporate US dollar bond index with the 
historical range starting on 28 February 2003. 
 
Corporate high yield (HY) bonds: Bank of America Merrill Lynch high yield indices with 
historical ranges starting on 29 August 1986 for the US dollar, and 31 December 1997 
for the Global and euro indices. 
 
Bank Loans: Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Indices with historical ranges starting on 31 
January 1992 for the US index, 31 January 1998 for the Western Europe Index and 31 
January 1998 for the Global Index (the global index is constructed by Invesco Global 
Market Strategy Office as a weighted average of the US and Western European indices, 
using market capitalisation as the weighting factor). Figure 14 and Appendix 1 are 
based on current yield.  Data is sourced from Credit Suisse and Bloomberg.  
 
Equities: We use MSCI benchmark indices to calculate projected returns and calculate 
long-term total returns with historical ranges starting on 31 December 1969 for the 
Global, US, Europe ex-UK, UK and Japanese indices, 31 December 1987 for the 
emerging markets index and 31 December 1992 for the China index (Figures 1, 2, 27 & 
28). Equity index valuations (Figures 4, 5, 14, 22 and Appendix 1) are based on 
dividend yields and price-earnings ratios using Datastream benchmark indices with 
historical ranges starting on 1 January 1973 for the Global, US, Europe ex-UK and 
Japanese indices, 31 December 1969 for the UK index, 2 January 1995 for the Emerging 
Markets index, 26 August 1991 for the China A-Shares index and 1 January 1990 for the 
India index. 
 
Real estate: We use FTSE EPRA/NAREIT indices with historical ranges starting on 29 
December 1989 for the US, Europe ex-UK, UK and Japanese indices, 18 February 2005 
for the Global index, and 31 October 2008 for the Emerging Markets index. 
 
Commodities: Goldman Sachs Commodity Index with historical ranges starting on 31 
December 1969 for the All Commodities and Agriculture indices, 31 December 1982 for 
the Energy index, 3 January 1977 for the Industrial Metals index, and 2 January 1973 for 
the Precious Metals index. “Industrial commodities” is oil & gas and industrial metals. 
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Sector classifications and sector name abbreviations (Figures 29 and 31) 
 
We use a sector classification created by merging the two main systems used by 
Standard & Poor’s (S&P) for the US and Stoxx for Europe. We have decided to classify 
our 10 top level industries using categories that most closely resemble the Global 
Industry Classification Standard (GICS) and at the level below that (super sectors) we 
are using the Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB). The former is used for the S&P 
500 index and the latter for the Stoxx 600, our benchmark indices for this document. The 
two systems overlap in most cases and the only material difference seems to be in the 
consumer sectors. Therefore, we define consumer staples as the aggregate of personal 
& household goods and food & beverage, while consumer discretionary includes 
automobiles & parts, media, retail and travel & leisure. For the rest, we assume 100% 
overlap for the corresponding top-level sectors. 
 
Autos = Automobiles & Parts 
Basic Res = Basic Resources 
Con & Mat = Construction & Materials 
Cons P&S = Consumer Products & Services 
Drug/Groc Stores = Drug and Grocery Stores 
Fin Serv = Financial Services 
Food, Bev, Tob = Food, Beverage & Tobacco 
Ind. G&S = Industrial Goods & Services 
Real Est = Real Estate 
Tech = Technology 
Telecom = Telecommunications 
Trav & Leis = Travel & Leisure 
 
 
Equity factor index definitions (Figures 30 and 31) 
 
All indices are subsets of the S&P 500 index for the US and the Stoxx 600 for Europe, 
they are rebalanced monthly, use data in US dollars and are equal-weighted. 
 
Growth includes stocks in the top third based on both their 5-year sales per share trend 
and their internal growth rate (the product of the 5-year average return on equity and the 
retention ratio). 
 
Low volatility includes stocks in the bottom quintile based on the standard deviation of 
their daily returns in the previous three months. 
 
Price momentum includes stocks in the top quintile based on their performance in the 
previous 12 months. 
 
Quality includes stocks in the top third based on both their return on invested capital and 
their EBIT to EV ratio (earnings before interest and taxes to enterprise value). 
 
Size includes stocks in the bottom quintile based on their market value in US dollars. 
 
Value includes stocks in the bottom quintile based on their price to book value ratios. 
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 Definitions of data and benchmarks for Appendix 2 
 
Sources: we source data from Datastream unless otherwise indicated. 
 
Cash: returns are based on a proprietary index calculated using the Intercontinental 
Exchange Benchmark Administration overnight LIBOR (London Interbank Offer Rate). 
From 1st January 2022, we use the Refinitiv overnight deposit rate for the euro, the 
British pound and the Japanese yen.  The global rate is the average of the euro, British 
pound, US dollar and Japanese yen rates. The series started on 1 January 2001 with a 
value of 100. 
 
Gold: London bullion market spot price in USD/troy ounce. 
 
Government bonds: Current levels, yields and total returns use Datastream benchmark 
10-year yields for the US, Eurozone, Japan and the UK, and the Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch government bond total return index for China, the World and Europe. The 
emerging markets yields and returns are based on the Barclays Bloomberg emerging 
markets sovereign US dollar bond index. 
 
Corporate investment grade (IG) bonds: Bank of America Merrill Lynch investment 
grade corporate bond total return indices and the Barclays Bloomberg emerging markets 
corporate US dollar bond total return index for emerging markets. 
 
Corporate high yield (HY) bonds: Bank of America Merrill Lynch high yield total return 
indices 
 
Equities: We use MSCI benchmark gross total return indices for all regions. 
 
Commodities: Goldman Sachs Commodity total return indices 
 
Real estate: FTSE EPRA/NAREIT total return indices 
 
Currencies: Global Trade Information Services spot rates 
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Appendix 6: Dates, data, definitions and source information for Fed rate cut section 
 
Figure 43 – US Federal Reserve Bank easing cycles since 1974 
Start (date of first target rate cut) End (date of last target rate cut) 
31/07/1974 12/01/1976 
22/04/1980 12/08/1980 
07/07/1981 14/12/1982 
30/08/1984 21/08/1986 
06/06/1989 04/09/1992 
06/07/1995 17/11/1998 
03/01/2001 25/06/2003 
18/09/2007 16/12/2008 
01/08/2019 16/03/2020 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco 

 
 
Figure 44 – US asset total returns in the 12 months before the first Federal Reserve rate cut 
 Fed Rate 

(bp) Equities 
Gov 

Bonds Corp IG Corp HY 
Real 

Estate 
USD 

Index Commodities 
Jul-74 150 -18.9%  -0.9%   8.4% 34.9% 
Apr-80 625 2.5%   -13.9%     0.4% 6.9% 
Jul-81 775 19.4% -6.5% -8.3%     30.2% -9.7% 
Aug-84 206.25 -4.8% 7.8% 6.4%     6.8% 4.2% 
Jun-89 256.25 26.7% 13.0% 14.1% 10.6%   13.2% 29.9% 
Jul-95 175 27.3% 15.3% 14.6% 15.3% 9.1% -8.9% -5.1% 
Jan-01 100 -14.9% 16.5% 10.4% -4.7% 32.4% 8.3% 46.8% 
Sep-07 0 14.2% 6.8% 4.9% 6.6% 0.9% -7.1% 9.1% 
Aug-19 50 8.2% 12.2% 10.7% 6.9% 10.8% 4.1% -7.0% 
Last 12m 300 15.8% -4.2% 0.9% 7.0% -3.1% -4.7% -1.8% 
Average 259.72 6.6% 9.3% 4.2% 7.0% 13.3% 6.2% 12.2% 
Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. We show the change in the target rate of the 
US Federal Reserve Bank in basis points and the US Dollar total returns of each asset class in the 260 trading days before the first 
interest rate cut in each monetary easing cycle (day 0 = the day before the first cut). See Figure 43 for the list of easing cycles and the 
date of the first interest rate cut in each. Gov = government, IG = investment grade, HY = high yield. We use the following benchmarks for 
each asset class: equities = MSCI USA, government bonds = Datastream benchmark 10-year Treasury Index, corporate investment grade 
= ICE BofA US Corporate Index, corporate high yield = ICE BofA US High Yield Index, real estate = FTSE EPRA NAREIT US Index, USD 
index = DXY US Dollar Index, commodities = S&P GSCI Commodity Total Return Index. The averages exclude returns in the last 12-
months. Source: FTSE Russell, ICE, ICE BofA, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
 

 
Figure 45 – US asset total returns in the 12 months after the first Federal Reserve rate cut 
 Fed Rate 

(bp) Equities 
Gov 

Bonds Corp IG Corp HY 
Real 

Estate 
USD 

Index Commodities 
Jul-74 -575 38.1%  6.2%   0.2% -1.1% 
Apr-80 -100 -10.2%   11.8%     10.7% 8.2% 
Jul-81 -650 33.4% 10.1% 9.3%     9.2% -1.6% 
Aug-84 -375 16.9% 28.6% 26.8%     -2.2% -5.3% 
Jun-89 -156.25 27.1% 6.8% 7.8% -1.3%   -9.7% 15.1% 
Jul-95 -75 -9.6% 1.3% 4.7% 9.7% 23.2% 7.8% 48.4% 
Jan-01 -475 -17.1% 2.4% 9.7% 4.3% 11.0% 7.3% -29.8% 
Sep-07 -325 12.6% 12.4% -0.1% -3.0% -14.3% -1.0% 14.3% 
Aug-19 -225 11.9% 17.5% 11.6% 2.7% -13.7% -5.1% -30.5% 
Average -328.47 11.4% 11.3% 9.8% 2.5% 1.5% 1.9% 2.0% 
Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. We show the change in the target rate of the 
US Federal Reserve Bank in basis points and the US Dollar total returns of each asset class in the 260 trading days after the first interest 
rate cut in each monetary easing cycle (day 0 = the day before the first cut). See Figure 43 for the list of easing cycles and the date of the 
first interest rate cut in each. Gov = government, IG = investment grade, HY = high yield. We use the following benchmarks for each asset 
class: equities = MSCI USA, government bonds = Datastream benchmark 10-year Treasury Index, corporate investment grade = ICE BofA 
US Corporate Index, corporate high yield = ICE BofA US High Yield Index, real estate = FTSE EPRA NAREIT US Index, USD index = 
DXY US Dollar Index, commodities = S&P GSCI Commodity Total Return Index. 
Source: FTSE Russell, ICE, ICE BofA, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Figure 46 – Global asset total returns in the 12 months before the first Federal Reserve rate cut 
 Fed Rate 

(bp) Equities 
Gov 

Bonds Corp IG Corp HY 
Real 

Estate 
USD 

Index Commodities 
Jul-74 150 -20.9%     8.4% 34.9% 
Apr-80 625 1.8%         0.4% 6.9% 
Jul-81 775 13.6%         30.2% -9.7% 
Aug-84 206.25 -1.7%         6.8% 4.2% 
Jun-89 256.25 14.2% 0.8%       13.2% 29.9% 
Jul-95 175 11.2% 19.2%       -8.9% -5.1% 
Jan-01 100 -14.3% 2.6% 3.8% -5.4%  8.3% 46.8% 
Sep-07 0 17.1% 8.3% 6.9% 7.3% 14.0% -7.1% 9.1% 
Aug-19 50 4.4% 6.1% 7.6% 6.3% 8.4% 4.1% -7.0% 
Last 12m 300 16.2% -2.0% 3.0% 8.6% -4.2% -4.7% -1.8% 
Average 259.72 2.8% 7.4% 6.1% 2.7% 11.2% 6.2% 12.2% 
Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. We show the change in the target rate of the 
US Federal Reserve Bank in basis points and the US Dollar total returns of each asset class in the 260 trading days before the first 
interest rate cut in each monetary easing cycle (day 0 = the day before the first cut). See Figure 43 for the list of easing cycles and the 
date of the first interest rate cut in each. Gov = government, IG = investment grade, HY = high yield. We use the following benchmarks for 
each asset class: equities = MSCI World, government bonds = ICE BofA Global Government Index, corporate investment grade = ICE 
BofA Global Corporate Index, corporate high yield = ICE BofA Global High Yield Index, real estate = FTSE EPRA NAREIT Global Index, 
USD index = DXY US Dollar Index, commodities = S&P GSCI Commodity Total Return Index. The averages exclude returns in the last 12-
months. Source: FTSE Russell, ICE, ICE BofA, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 

 
 
Figure 47 – Global asset total returns in the 12 months after the first Federal Reserve rate cut 
 Fed Rate 

(bp) Equities 
Gov 

Bonds Corp IG Corp HY 
Real 

Estate 
USD 

Index Commodities 
Jul-74 -575 36.0%     0.2% -1.1% 
Apr-80 -100 -14.0%         10.7% 8.2% 
Jul-81 -650 35.1%         9.2% -1.6% 
Aug-84 -375 7.2%         -2.2% -5.3% 
Jun-89 -156.25 19.0% 6.9%       -9.7% 15.1% 
Jul-95 -75 -15.2% -0.9%       7.8% 48.4% 
Jan-01 -475 -18.3% -1.3% 3.8% 2.9%  7.3% -29.8% 
Sep-07 -325 8.5% 7.3% 0.1% -3.2% -23.9% -1.0% 14.3% 
Aug-19 -225 7.9% 8.1% 9.6% 3.7% -12.8% -5.1% -30.5% 
Average -328.47 7.4% 4.0% 4.5% 1.1% -18.3% 1.9% 2.0% 
Notes: Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Data as of 31 August 2023. We show the change in the target rate of the 
US Federal Reserve Bank in basis points and the US Dollar total returns of each asset class in the 260 trading days after the first interest 
rate cut in each monetary easing cycle (day 0 = the day before the first cut). See Figure 43 for the list of easing cycles and the date of the 
first interest rate cut in each. Gov = government, IG = investment grade, HY = high yield. We use the following benchmarks for each asset 
class: equities = MSCI World, government bonds = ICE BofA Global Government Index, corporate investment grade = ICE BofA Global 
Corporate Index, corporate high yield = ICE BofA Global High Yield Index, real estate = FTSE EPRA NAREIT Global Index, USD index = 
DXY US Dollar Index, commodities = S&P GSCI Commodity Total Return Index. 
Source: FTSE Russell, ICE, ICE BofA, MSCI, S&P GSCI, Refinitiv Datastream and Invesco Global Market Strategy Office 
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Important information 
 
Your capital is at risk. You may not get back the amount you invested. 
By accepting this document, you consent to communicating with us in English, unless 
you inform us otherwise. Data as of 31 August 2023 unless stated otherwise. 
 
This document is for informational purposes only and is intended only for Professional 
Clients and Financial Advisers in Continental Europe (as defined in important 
information); Professional Clients only in Dubai, Ireland, the Isle of Man, Jersey, 
Guernsey, Malta, Switzerland and the UK; for Qualified Clients in Israel, for 
Professional/Qualified/Sophisticated Investors in Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Mauritius, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Tunisia, Turkey, and the United 
Arab Emirates; for Professional Investors  in Hong Kong, for certain specific sovereign 
wealth funds and/or Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors approved by local 
regulators only in the People’s Republic of China, for Professional Investors in Australia, 
for Institutional Investors in the United States, Peru and Singapore; for AFPs and 
Qualified Investors in Chile and Colombia; for Accredited/Institutional Investors in 
Mexico; for Wholesale Investors in New Zealand; for certain specific Qualified Institutions 
and/or Sophisticated Investors only in Taiwan, for Qualified Professional Investors in 
Korea, for certain specific institutional investors in Brunei and Indonesia, for Qualified 
Institutional Investors and/or certain specific institutional investors in Thailand, for 
qualified buyers in Philippines for informational purposes only, for certain specific 
institutional investors in Malaysia, upon request, for informational purposes only.  This 
document is only intended for use with Qualified Institutional Investors in Japan; in 
Canada, this document is restricted to Accredited Investors as defined under National 
Instrument 45-106. It is not intended for and should not be distributed to, or relied upon 
by, the public or retail investors. It is not intended for solicitation of any security. Please 
do not redistribute this document. 
 
For the distribution of this document, Continental Europe is defined as Andorra, Austria, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Gibraltar, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Kosovo, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, 
Netherlands, North Macedonia, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Spain, and Sweden. 
 
This document is not an offering of a financial product and should not be distributed to 
retail clients who are resident in jurisdiction where its distribution is not authorized or is 
unlawful. Circulation, disclosure, or dissemination of all or any part of this document to 
any unauthorized person is prohibited. This document is only intended for and will be 
only distributed to persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability 
would not be contrary to local laws or regulations. 
 
This document is solely for duly registered banks or a duly authorized Monegasque 
intermediary acting as a professional institutional investor which has such knowledge 
and experience in financial and business matters as to be capable of evaluating the 
contents of this document. Consequently, this document may only be communicated to 
banks duly licensed by the “Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution” and fully 
licensed portfolio management companies by virtue of Law n° 1.144 of July 26, 1991, 
and Law 1.338, of September 7, 2007, duly licensed by the “Commission de Contrôle 
des Activités Financières. Such regulated intermediaries may in turn communicate this 
document to potential investors. 
 
This document has been prepared only for those persons to whom Invesco has provided 
it. It should not be relied upon by anyone else. Information contained in this document 
may not have been prepared or tailored for an Australian audience and does not 
constitute an offer of a financial product in Australia. You may only reproduce, circulate 
and use this document (or any part of it) with the consent of Invesco. 
The information in this document has been prepared without taking into account any 
investor’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs.  Before acting on 
the information the investor should consider its appropriateness having regard to their 
investment objectives, financial situation and needs. 
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You should note that this information: 
• may contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars; 
• may contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with 

Australian law or practices; 
• may not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency 

denominated investments; and 
• does not address Australian tax issues. 

 
Issued in Australia and New Zealand by Invesco Australia Limited (ABN 48 001 693 
232), Level 26, 333 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000, Australia which holds an 
Australian Financial Services Licence number 239916. 
This document is issued only to wholesale investors in New Zealand to whom disclosure 
is not required under Part 3 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act. This document has 
been prepared only for those persons to whom it has been provided by Invesco. It should 
not be relied upon by anyone else and must not be distributed to members of the public 
in New Zealand. Information contained in this document may not have been prepared or 
tailored for a New Zealand audience. You may only reproduce, circulate and use this 
document (or any part of it) with the consent of Invesco. This document does not 
constitute and should not be construed as an offer of, invitation or proposal to make an 
offer for, recommendation to apply for, an opinion or guidance on Interests to members 
of the public in New Zealand. Applications or any requests for information from persons 
who are members of the public in New Zealand will not be accepted. The distribution and 
offering of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into 
whose possession this marketing material may come are required to inform them about 
and to comply with any relevant restrictions. This does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer is not authorised or to any 
person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. This does not 
constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy or product for a particular 
investor. Investors should consult a financial professional before making any investment 
decisions. 
 
This overview contains general information only and does not take into account 
individual objectives, taxation position or financial needs. Nor does this constitute a 
recommendation of the suitability of any investment strategy for a particular investor. It is 
not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or 
instrument or to participate in any trading strategy to any person in any jurisdiction in 
which such an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would be 
unlawful to market such an offer or solicitation. It does not form part of any prospectus.  
All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable and current, but 
accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  Investments have risks and you may lose your principal 
investment. Please obtain and review all financial material carefully before investing. 
Asset management services are provided by Invesco in accordance with appropriate 
local legislation and regulations.  
 
The opinions expressed are those of the authors and may differ from the opinions of 
other Invesco investment professionals. Opinions are based upon current market 
conditions and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is no guarantee 
of future results.  
 
This material may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature but are 
“forward-looking statements.” These include, among other things, projections, forecasts, 
estimates of income, yield or return or future performance targets. These forward-looking 
statements are based upon certain assumptions, some of which are described herein. 
Actual events are difficult to predict and may substantially differ from those assumed. All 
forward-looking statements included herein are based on information available on the 
date hereof and Invesco assumes no duty to update any forward-looking statement. 
Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections can be 
realized, that forward-looking statements will materialize or that actual returns or results 
will not be materially lower than those presented. All information is sourced from Invesco, 
unless otherwise stated. 
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 Effective 8/18/17, Invesco Ltd completed the acquisition of Source. Links to documents 
published prior to this date are from Source as a predecessor firm and are provided for 
historical and informational purposes only. 
 
Investment strategies involve numerous risks. The calculations and charts set out herein 
are indicative only, make certain assumptions and no guarantee is given that future 
performance or results will reflect the information herein.  Past performance is not a 
guarantee of future performance.  
 
The Directors of Invesco do not guarantee the accuracy and/or the completeness of any 
data included herein and we shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or 
interruptions herein. We make no warranty, express or implied, as to the information 
described herein. All data and performance shown is historical unless otherwise 
indicated. Investors should consult their own business, tax, legal and accounting 
advisors with respect to this proposed transaction and they should refrain from entering 
into a transaction unless they have fully understood the associated risks and have 
independently determined that the transaction is appropriate for them. In no way should 
we be deemed to be holding ourselves out as financial advisers or fiduciaries of the 
recipient hereof and this document is not intended to be "investment research" as 
defined in the Handbook of the UK Financial Conduct Authority. 
 
Invesco, and our shareholders, or employees or our shareholders may from time to time 
have long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives or 
financial instruments referred to in this material. As a result, investors should be aware 
that we may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. 
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment 
decision. 
 
This document is provided by Invesco Management S.A., President Building, 37A 
Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg, regulated by the Commission de Surveillance 
du Secteur Financier, Luxembourg, Invesco Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, An 
der Welle 5, 60322- Frankfurt/M., Germany, Invesco Asset Management (Schweiz) AG, 
Talacker 34, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland, and Invesco Asset Management Limited, 
Perpetual Park, Perpetual Park Drive, Henley-on Thames, Oxfordshire RG9 1HH, UK 
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
 
In the US by Invesco Advisers, Inc., 1331 Spring Street NW, Suite 2500, Atlanta, GA 
30309 and Invesco Capital Management LLC, 3500 Lacey Road, Suite 700, Downers 
Grove, IL 60515. 
 
In Canada by Invesco Canada Ltd., 120 Bloor Street East, Suite 700, Toronto, Ontario 
M4W 1B7. Terms and Conditions for Canadian investors can be seen here. 
 
This document is issued in the following countries: 
• in Hong Kong by Invesco Hong Kong Limited 景順投資管理有限公司, 45/F, Jardine 

House, 1 Connaught Place, Central, Hong Kong. This document has not been 
reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission. 

• in Singapore by Invesco Asset Management Singapore Ltd, 9 Raffles Place, #18-01 
Republic Plaza, Singapore 048619. 

• in Taiwan by Invesco Taiwan Limited, 22F, No.1, Songzhi Road, Taipei 11047, 
Taiwan (0800-045-066). Invesco Taiwan Limited is operated and managed 
independently. 

• In Japan by Invesco Asset Management (Japan) Limited, Roppongi Hills Mori Tower 
14F, 6-10-1 Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-6114: Registration Number: The 
Director – General of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kin-sho) 306; Member of the 
Investment Trusts Association, Japan and the Japan Investment Advisers Association 

 
Telephone calls may be recorded. 
 
© 2023 Invesco. All rights reserved. II-GMSOBP-COM-11-E 3124205. 
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